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Mean daily vegetable consumption is below the recommended 7-10 servings in
the diet of adult Canadians. This thesis aims to investigate the moderating role of
perceived barriers on the relationship between motivation and (greater) vegetable
consumption. 606 people from the Ontario Food panel participated in the online study.
The results identified a positive moderating effect of perceived barriers on the
relationship between autonomous motivation and vegetable consumption (p < .05) and
negative approaching significance moderating effect of perceived barriers on controlled
motivation and vegetable intake (p = 0.056). Also four motivational profiles of
consumers were identified and described in terms of vegetable consumption, food
related behaviors, stages of change and socio-demographic characteristics. These
results extend the Self-Determination Theory with perceived barriers component and
can inform intervention program development for social marketers and policy makers.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Vegetables are key sources of several nutrients and vitamins, including
potassium, dietary fiber, foliate, vitamin A, and vitamin C. They also play a protective
role in prevention chronic diseases and some types of cancer (World Cancer Research
Fund, 2007). Thus, vegetables are an important component of everyday diet. Based on
the various research studies, Canada’s Guidelines for Healthy Eating recommends 7-8
servings of vegetables and fruit per day for adult females and 8-10 servings of fruit and
vegetables per day for males to ensure consumption of key nutrients, including vitamins
C, A and foliate. However, Canadians consume a mean of 5.2 servings of vegetables
and fruits per day (Garriguet, 2004).
Among many predictors of vegetable consumption, motivation and perceived
barriers were found to be strong and important determinants, and thus, they were widely
used in intervention programs aimed to increase fruit and vegetable intake (Shaikh et
al., 2008). Some studies looked separately in motivation component (Pelletier et al.,
2004; Ridder et al., 2009; Shaikh et al., 2011) or perceived barriers (Moser, Green,
Weber and Doyle, 2005; Steptoe et al. 2003; Resnicow et al. 2000; Langenberg et al.
2000; Trudeau, Kristal, Li, & Patterson, 1998; Dittus, Hillers and Beerma, 1995; KrebsSmith et al. 1995), however, the interplay of these two constructs is not fully explored. It
is unclear if perceived barriers thwart the motivation and, as result, people eat fewer
vegetables. It’s also uncertain if strengthening the motivation can remove perceived
barriers.
This thesis aims to study motivation and perceived barriers to (greater) vegetable
consumption and their association with vegetable intake. In the second chapter of this
1

thesis the literature on motivation and perceived barriers is reviewed. Motivation is
conceptualized in the frame of the Self-Determination Theory (Ryan and Deci, 2000)
that identifies two types of motivation – autonomous and controlled, - and amotivation
as the lack of motivation. Autonomous motivation to eat (more) vegetables is associated
with fun and enjoyment related to cooking and eating vegetables. Controlled motivation
is connected to external awards that eating vegetables can bring to the person, for
example, a woman wants to maintain her weight by eating more vegetables.
Several studies suggest that autonomous motivation is more desirable and leads
to greater fruit and vegetable consumption (Trudeau et al., 1998; Shaikh et al., 2011)
and healthier eating behaviors (Pelletier et al, 2004; Ridder et al., 2009). In the cross
sectional study, Trudeau et al. (1998) found that intrinsic motives were associated with
higher vegetable intake, while controlled motives were not. Shaikh et al. (2011) provided
evidence of the mediating role of autonomous motivation and a moderating role of both
autonomous and controlled motivation on the relationships between motivational
intervention and fruit and vegetable intake during two intervention programs to increase
vegetable and fruit consumption among African American adults in US.
In the study of Pelletier et al. (2004), participants who regulated their eating
behaviors for autonomous motives were more successful in maintaining healthy eating,
while people with controlled motives reported bulimic and depressive symptoms, lower
self-esteem, and lower satisfaction with their lives. Ridder et al. (2009) found that
people adopt healthy eating behavior for various reasons which can be self-determined
(autonomous) or imposed by external sources (controlled), but in terms of the prediction
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of successful maintenance of the desired behavior, intrinsic or autonomous motivation
was more important.
Self-Determination Theory proposes that people can be motivated by external
(doctor’s recommendations, for example) or internal (fun, enjoyment) factors. However,
knowing about motivational factors that facilitate greater vegetable consumption is not
enough. Social marketers are interested in identifying and removing the factors that
could thwart motivation and therefore decrease the consumption of vegetables. One
such factor is perceived barriers.
Perceived barriers were found to be important and influential determinants for
vegetable consumption (Moser, Green, Weber and Doyle, 2005; Steptoe et al. 2003;
Resnicow et al. 2000; Langenberg et al. 2000; Trudeau, Kristal, Li, & Patterson, 1998;
Dittus, Hillers and Beerma, 1995; Krebs-Smith et al. 1995). The significant negative
association of barriers with fruit and vegetable intake was identified in cross-sectional
studies (Dittus et al, 2005; Trudeau et al. 1998; Resnicow et al. 2000; Van Duyn et al.
2001; Moser et al. 2005) and in intervention program (Langenberg et al., 2008).
Many studies mentioned above looked into motivation or perceived barriers
separately. It is plausible that perceived barriers impact motivation; and this influence
could be different for two types of motivation. Controlled motivation that leads to less
stable results might be more responsive to the barriers that people perceive in their goal
pursuit, while autonomous motivation might have “immunity” to such barriers. People
with autonomous motivation are driven by interest and enjoyment and, thus, might not
perceive any barriers or be successful in overcoming these barriers. This study aims to
address the gap and to investigate how two types of motivation and perceived barriers
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influence vegetable consumption, and specifically, if perceived barriers moderate the
relationship between autonomous and controlled types of motivation and vegetable
intake.
The conceptual model is presented in the third chapter of the thesis. Specifically,
the model hypothesizes that a) autonomous motivation is a stronger predictor of
vegetable intake than controlled motivation; b) perceived barriers have negative
association with vegetable intake; and c) perceived barriers moderate the relationship
between controlled motivation and vegetable consumption and do not influence the
relationship between autonomous motivation and vegetable consumption.
In the fourth chapter a research methodology was explained. Data was collected
in the self-administrated online survey. 320 participants from the Guelph Food Panel
took part in the pre-test study and 606 people from the Ontario Food Panel participated
in the main study. Structural equation modeling was used for data analysis.
The results of data analysis were presented in the fifth section. Three scales
were validated – Regulation of Eating Behavior Scale for vegetable eating context,
Perceived Barriers for (Greater) Vegetable Consumption and Vegetable Consumption
Scale. The results suggested that controlled motivation and perceived barriers were
significant predictors of vegetable intake, while autonomous motivation was not.
However, model with dependent variable representing different groups of vegetables
indicated that autonomous motivation was associated with “vegetables that need
preparation” consumption, while controlled motivation - with fresh vegetables
consumption. Perceived barriers had negative association with vegetable intake.

4

It was found a negative moderating effect of perceived barriers on the
relationship between controlled motivation and vegetable intake and positive
moderating effect of barriers on the relationship between autonomous motivation and
vegetable intake. These results suggested that the hypotheses were partially supported.
In the next part of data analysis segmentation of vegetables consumers was
performed. It was identified four motivational profiles of vegetable consumers. Then
these profiles were compared in terms of vegetable intake, perceived barriers, food
related behavior and stages of change.
The results of the study were discussed in the sixth chapter. The findings have
theoretical and managerial implications that were discussed in the seventh section. The
knowledge and better understanding of the interaction between motivation and
perceived barriers will help social marketers and policy makers develop more effective
intervention programs. Also the limitations and suggestions for future research were
discussed in the eighth chapter of the thesis.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION
2.1.1 Why Is It Important to Eat Vegetables?
Fruits and vegetables are key sources of required nutrients and vitamins. They
also play a protective role in prevention of different types of cancer. The results of the
study of the World Cancer Research Fund and the American Institute for Cancer
Research (2007) suggested that diets containing substantial and varied amounts of
fruits and vegetables could decrease the risk of various cancers. The review of 19
studies showed that the risk of cancer decreased with increased intake of non-starchy
vegetables, 16 studies found a significant association between intake of raw vegetables
and reduced risk of cancer, 4 case-control studies found the same result for cruciferous
vegetables, and nine studies – for green / leafy vegetables (World Cancer Research
Fund, 2007).
Fruits and vegetables were also found important in obesity prevention. Study of
middle-aged women conducted by He et al. (2004) suggested that increase in intake of
fruits and vegetables reduced long-term risk of obesity and weight gain.
Thus, vegetables are an important and essential component of the diet. They
help to prevent certain types of cancer, cardiovascular diseases and obesity. Some
types of vegetables, such as green and raw vegetables were found to play a more
important role than fruits in preventing certain diseases (Steinmetz and Potter, 1996).
Canada's Guidelines for Healthy Eating gives people recommendations how to
meet their nutrition needs and reduce their risk of obesity and chronic diseases such as
type 2 diabetes, heart disease, certain types of cancer and osteoporosis (Eating Well).
6

Based on scientific research studies, the healthy eating patterns combining different
amounts and types of food were developed. They meet the nutrient standards called
Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs) for all of the nutrients in the diet. For example, it is
recommended that people of 19-50 years old should eat daily 7-8 servings of
vegetables and fruit for females and 8-10 servings of fruit and vegetables for males.

2.1.2 Vegetables in the Diet of Canadians
In spite of the fact that vegetables supply key nutrients and play a great
protective role in prevention of many diseases, people are still far from the target of
Canada's Food Guide recommendation. According to the Canadian Community Health
Survey (2004), more than half of adults do not eat even five servings of vegetables and
fruit per day. The analysis of the data from cycle 2.2 of the Canadian Community Health
Survey conducted by Garriguet (2009) suggested that frequency of fruit and vegetable
consumption might be an indicator of the diet quality in general; the greater the
frequency of fruit and vegetable consumption, the better a person’s diet satisfies the
recommendation of Canada's Guidelines for Healthy Eating.
Garriguet (2009) conducted analysis of the data which included two 24-hour
dietary recalls. 35,107 people completed an initial recall, and three to ten days later
10,786 people completed a second recall. Frequency of vegetables and fruit
consumption was determined by asking about the number of times a day respondents
ate vegetables and fruit. Then a sum of servings consumed was calculated for six
categories of foods: fruit juice, fruit excluding juice, green salad, potatoes (excluding
fries, hash browns and chips), carrots, and other vegetables.
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The Healthy Eating Index was used for assessment of diet quality, in particular of
two aspects of diet quality – adequacy and moderation (Garriguet, 2009). The adequacy
aspect included 9 components: total fruit, whole fruit, total vegetables, dark green and
orange vegetables and legumes, total grains, whole grains, milk, meat and beans, oils,
(non-hydrogenated vegetable oil or oil in fish, nuts, and seeds), and was accounted for
a maximum of 60 points. The second, moderation aspect included saturated fats,
sodium, solid fats, alcohol and sugar and was accounted for a maximum of 40 points.
Thus, the total maximum point in Healthy Eating Index could be 100.
The analysis of data assessing the diet of Canadians indicated that some
components tended to be high - total grain products (3.6 out of 5), meats and
alternatives (7.4 out of 10), and unsaturated fats (8.3 out of 10). By contrast, relatively
low scores on components of dark green and orange vegetables (1.4 out of 5), whole
fruits (2.4 out of 5) and whole grains (3.6 out of 5), and the percentage of calories
derived from “other foods” (10.7 out of 20) lowered the overall score (Garriguet, 2009).
The comparison of the Index score with other indicators of diet quality revealed that the
frequency of vegetable and fruit consumption can be a potential indicator of diet quality.
As the frequency of fruit and vegetable consumption rises so does the average index
score (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Distribution of Scores on Canadian Adaptation of Healthy Eating Index,
by Number of Times per Day Vegetables and Fruit Consumed, Household
Population Aged 19 or Older, Canada Excluding Territories, 2004

Source: Garriguet, D. (2009). Diet quality in Canada, Health Reports, Vol. 20, no.3, Statistics
Canada, Catalogue no. 82-003-XPE

Linear regression between Healthy Eating Index and several dietary,
socioeconomic, and lifestyle and health characteristics confirmed the relationship
between the frequency of vegetable and fruit consumption and index values. Based on
this analysis, Garriguet (2009) proposed that the frequency of fruit and vegetable
consumption variable might be used as a measure for diet quality. The threshold of 3 to
6 servings per day might differentiate between people with good and poor quality diets.
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2.1.3 Vegetables as a Separate Food Category
In the studies of Steinmetz and Potter (1996), Ness and Powles (1997), and
Garriguet (2009) described above, fruits and vegetables were studied as one group.
However, Trudeau et al. (1998) and Glasson et al. (2010) suggested that fruits and
vegetables should be considered as different food groups and determinants for fruit and
vegetable intake should be studied separately.
The rationale provided by Trudeau et al. (1998) is that taste and preparation
methods used for fruits and vegetables differ remarkably. Fruit have more sweet taste
and are often eaten raw. They are consumed mostly during the breakfast or as snacks,
sometimes as dessert. Vegetables have a wider range of flavors but have more bitter
taste than fruits. Vegetables can be eaten raw and are usually cooked as part of the
meal. Thus, the reason why people include fruits and vegetables in their diet can differ.
Secondly, the effects of vegetables and fruits on health are not the same.
Systematic review of Steinmetz and Potter (1996) and some other studies (Willett and
Trichopoulos, 1996; Potter, 1996) suggested that vegetables but not fruits were more
important for lung, colon and digestive cancer prevention.
Third, several studies (Brug et al. 1997; Van Duyn et al. 2001; Horacek et al. 2002;
Moser et al. 2005) suggest that psychological correlates for fruit and vegetable
consumption are different. In their study, Glasson et al. (2010) presented a case for the
need to consider fruits and vegetables separately and suggested to focus more on
vegetable consumption. They looked into such determinants of fruit and vegetable
consumption as the barriers to individual’s readiness to make changes to their fruit and
vegetable consumption, barriers to fruit and vegetable intake, recommended intake
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knowledge, serving size knowledge, and fruit and vegetable consumption. 1403
telephone interviews were conducted with parents of primary-school-aged children who
had primary responsibility for shopping and food preparation.
The results of the study (Glasson et al. 2010) indicated that there was a little
congruence between the stages of change for fruit and vegetable consumption. People
who were in the pre-contemplation stage for vegetables were in either contemplation or
action/maintain stages for fruits. Significantly more contemplators for vegetable stages
of change were in the action stages of change for fruit.
Perceived barriers to fruit and vegetable intake were studied by asking people an
open-ended question about what prevented them from eating more fruit (or vegetables).
The results indicated different barriers for fruit and vegetables. Cost was the most
common barrier for fruit consumption while “lack of time’ and “food preferences” were
the most common barriers for vegetable consumption.
The knowledge of serving size for fruits and vegetables differ among respondents.
Just over half (54%) of the people asked, were able to correctly identify the serving size
for fruits, and only 34% for vegetables. One more important difference was that the
amount of fruit required per day was overestimated while the amount of vegetables was
underestimated leading to low intake of vegetables compared to fruits.
The results of the study conducted by Glasson et al. (2010) provided evidence that
fruit and vegetables should be studied as separate food groups and intervention
programs should focus more on increasing vegetable intake.

The current study is

aimed to investigate the psychological factors that are important determinants of
vegetable consumption such as motivation and perceived barriers.
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2.2 MOTIVATION FOR GREATER VEGETABLE INTAKE

The design of social marketing campaigns includes three main components –
advocacy, motivation, and education (Piggford et al., 2008). Advocacy is about actively
supporting a person or a cause. Education is an increase in knowledge and awareness,
and education alone was found to be not sufficient to change behavior (Donovan and
Henley, 2003; Maibach et al., 2002). So, the motivational component in addition to the
educational one is more likely to have an impact on people’s behavior (Piggford et al.,
2008). The study of motivation for greater vegetable consumption will help develop a
targeted and efficient intervention campaign. Studies of Lappalainen et al. (1998) and
Andajani-Sutjahjo et al. (2004) suggest that motivationally-tailored intervention is the
most successful approach among other methods.

2.2.1 Self-Determination Theory
Self-Determination

Theory

represents

a

broad-based

theory

of

human

motivation. SDT defines motivation as psychological energy directed to a particular goal
(Patrick and Williams, 2012). In contrast to many other theories that explain the
direction of behavior, SDT is focusing on how the behavior is energized. The theory
puts emphasis on the quality of motivation, versus the quantity. The quality of motivation
is explained by Deci and Ryan (2008), “the type or quality of a person's motivation
would be more important than the total amount of motivation for predicting many
important outcomes such as psychological health and well-being, effective performance,
creative problem solving, and deep or conceptual learning.”
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Self-Determination Theory proposes two types of motivation that are underlying
different behaviors – intrinsic and extrinsic ones. According to Ryan and Deci (2000)
intrinsic motivation is the “inherent tendency to seek out novelty and challenges, to
extend and exercise one’s capacities, to explore and to learn”. In contrast, the extrinsic
motivation refers to engaging in an activity in order to achieve an outcome separable
from the activity. Intrinsic motivation assumes that people have natural resources for
growth and development, and intrinsically motivated behavior is an expression of this
growth. People are intrinsically motivated only for the activities that hold interest for
them (Ryan and Deci, 2000; Deci and Ryan, 2008). Tangible rewards, threats,
deadlines, directives, evaluation and imposed goals can diminish intrinsic motivation.
So any activity can be classified according to the extent to which the motivation
for one’s behavior emanates from one’s self (Ryan and Deci, 2000; Deci and Ryan,
2008) and be laid on the self-determination continuum between amotivation and intrinsic
motivation (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 . The Self-Determination Motivation Continuum

Based on Ryan, R. M., & Deci, E. L. (2000). Self-determination theory and the facilitation of intrinsic
motivation, social development, and well-being. American psychologist, 55(1), 68-78.

“Amotivation” shows the lack of intention to act when people do not feel
competent or are not valuing the activity. For example, some people do not see any
benefits of eating vegetables. Next on the continuum is “extrinsic motivation” that, in
turn, is divided into four types – “external regulation”, “introjected regulation”,
“identified”, and “integrated” regulation. The least autonomous is externally regulated
behavior when people act to satisfy an external demand or are seeking for rewards. For
example, in healthy eating some people adhere to the diet as their healthcare
professional or their partner pressure them to do (Pelletier et al. 2004). The next type of
motivation on the continuum is the “introjected regulation”, which involves regulation to
some extent, mostly to avoid guilt or anxiety or to attain ego enchantment (Ryan and
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Deci 2000; Deci and Ryan, 2008). Even “introjected regulation” is internally driven; it is
not experienced as part of self and is not accepting as one’s own.
Next type of extrinsic, more autonomous motivation is an “identified regulation”.
People grasp the meaning of the activity and synthesize it with respect to their goals
and values (Deci and Ryan, 2000). People with identified motivation regulate their
eating behaviors because they believe it is a good thing to do in order to generally feel
better about themselves (Pelletier et al. 2004).
“Integrated regulation” demonstrates that healthy eating behavior becomes
consistent with other priorities in someone’s life. People with integrated regulation
realize that healthy eating behavior energizes them and promotes efficiency for the
different activities that they partake in (Pelletier et al. 2004).

2.2.1.1 Internalization Process
According to the Self-Determination Theory (Ryan and Deci, 2000; Deci and
Ryan, 2008) extrinsically motivated activities can become more autonomous through
the process of organismic integration. This process of integration is evidence that
people are oriented towards self-development through integration of new processes and
structures to oneself. Ryan and Deci (2000) suggest that main forces of elaboration in
people’s nature are the basic psychological needs for competence, autonomy, and
relatedness (Figure 3).
Relatedness or belonging is centrally important for internalization. People are
more likely to adopt activities that are valued by their relevant group when they feel
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competent or efficacious towards these activities. The experience of relatedness
facilitates the internalization (Ryan and Deci, 2000; Deci and Ryan, 2008).

Figure 3. The Needs and Autonomous Motivation

Competence
Autonomy

Autonomous
self-motivation

Sustained
behavior
change

Relatedness

The internalization process is also a function of perceived competence. People
should feel efficacious in a particular activity in order to internalize it. If a person does
not understand the rationale for a particular behavior or is not ready to master a
particular activity he or she will be able internalize the value of this activity partially that
remains him or her on the externally regulated or introjected regulated motivation (Ryan
and Deci, 2000; Deci and Ryan, 2008).
Experience of the autonomy is another critical factor of internalization process
(Ryan and Deci, 2000). Autonomy can be described as the perception of being the
origin of one’s own behavior and the experience of the volition in action (Ng et al, 2012).
A person feels free to choose the behavior he or she wants. If a person does not feel
autonomous in particular activity, then a controlled motivation is becoming prevalent.
The autonomous motivation can be only formed in the autonomy supportive
environment where a person feels competent, related and autonomous (Ryan and Deci,
2000). In order to internalize the regulation, a person must understand the meaning of
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the activity and then to connect it with his or her other goals and values. The further
process of internalization is facilitated by the sense of freedom and independent choice
from the external pressure towards the behavior (Ryan and Deci, 2000).
In some cases, the environment can support the development of controlled
motivational regulation. For example, the external regulation is formed when there are
salient rewards and threats and a person is competent to fulfill the activity. The
environment can also support the introjected regulation if the referent group initiates or
approves the activity and a person feels competent and related.
The manifestation of organismic integration is the transformation of the extrinsic
regulation into the intrinsic one by integration of the values and goals with core self of a
person. The studies conducted in the frame of the Self-Determination Theory (Ryan,
Mim, & Koestner, 1983) demonstrated that individuals were able to internalize the
reasons why they engaged in an activity. And the internalization process is a continuum
with several stages, wider than an intrinsic-extrinsic dichotomy. This result forced the
researchers to revisit the intrinsic-extrinsic dichotomy and divide the motivation between
autonomous motivation, which involves 2 types of motivation - intrinsic and wellinternalized motivation (integrated); and controlled motivation, which involves 3 types of
motivation - poorly internalized or non-internalized motivation (external, introjected, and
identified).
Development of strong autonomous motivation is a result of the satisfaction of all
three basic needs for competence, autonomy, and relatedness. A strong controlled
motivation is developed when the needs of the competence and relatedness are
satisfied but the need for autonomy is thwarted (Deci and Ryan, 2008). Verstuyf et al.
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(2012) suggests that in context of eating behavior more autonomous motives elicit more
need satisfying experiences which, in turn, lead to more sustained healthy eating
behavior. A controlled eating regulation is associated with need thwarting experiences
during the process of eating regulation. The examples of need thwarted behavior can be
excessive eating or uncontrolled eating (Verstuyf et al., 2012).
The concept of basic psychological needs within SDT adds value to the healthy
eating literature by explaining the mechanisms of regulation in healthy eating behavior.
It explains why some people can adopt non-autonomous motivational regulation and
how autonomous motivation can be achieved. However, in the frame of social marketing
which targets mass market it is difficult to use psychological constructs of such deep
level as autonomy, competence, and relatedness to develop an intervention campaign.
It should be noted that SDT came from counseling where it was possible to meet with
each individual separately and assess motivation and basic psychological needs.
However, it would be difficult or even impossible to identify basic psychological needs
for promotion campaigns.
Another point that should be mentioned is that it’s unclear how the thwarting of
these three basic psychological needs would influence activities in different domains.
For example, if one or several needs are thwarted, would person have less autonomous
forms of motivation in all domains, or in most important domains? Or will a person
remain autonomous in some domains?
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2.2.2 Application of the Self-Determination Theory to Healthy Eating Behavior
Self-Determination Theory was successfully applied to many domains education, business, sports, unemployment, and parenting, focusing on many different
positive outcomes, such as learning and knowledge integration, optimal performance,
persistence, positive mood, adaptive personality change, and cooperative behavior.
Recently the theory was applied to various health-related domains.
Based on the Self-Determination Theory Pelletier et al. (2004) developed an
instrument aimed to measure different motives underlying regulation of eating behaviors
called the Regulation of Eating Behavior Scale (REBS). For example, the intrinsic
motivation is defined by such statements as “it is fun to create meals that are good for
my health”, “I like to find new ways to create meals that are good for my health”, “I take
pleasure in fixing healthy meals”, and “For the satisfaction of eating healthy (I eat
healthy)”. Two studies were conducted to examine the validity and factorial structure of
the scale. The scale was validated in the first study.
In the second study with 339 female students Pelletier et al. (2004) found that
participants who regulated their eating behavior for self-determined motives were more
successful in healthy eating regulation. Women who indicated regulation of their healthy
eating behavior for non-self-determined motives reported bulimic and depressive
symptoms, lower self-esteem, and lower satisfaction with life.
In the third study Pelletier et al. (2004) investigated the relationships between
individuals’ general level of self-determined motivation, their level of contextual selfdetermined motivation for regulation of dietary behaviors and subsequent modifications
in self-reported eating behaviors that were reflected in an improved blood lipid profile.
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They assessed the relationship between motivational, behavioral, and physiological
variables three times – at the baseline, in 13 weeks, and in 26 weeks. The main
hypothesis of the study was that level of general motivation assessed at baseline would
predict the level of self-determined motivation within the context of dietary behavior
regulation assessed at 13 weeks after baseline, which in turn would be a reliable
predictor of adoption and long term maintenance of healthier dietary changes assessed
at 26 weeks after baseline. 111 volunteers at risk of cardiovascular disease took part in
the study.
Regression analysis indicated that self-determined regulation measured at 13
week timeline was a significant predictor of the measures of percent calories from
dietary fat and saturated fat conducted in 26 week. So more self-determined motives
predicted more successful reduce of fat and saturated fat in the diets in the 26-week
period.
Acknowledging the importance of motivation for healthy eating Ridder et al.
(2009) conducted a study looking into the association of motivation and behavior
change. It should be noted that the study was conducted in non-counseling context. The
researchers looked into motivation and self-regulatory impact during two phases of
behavior change (Heckhausen & Gollwitzer, 1987) – motivation phase, when people
resolved to change their eating behavior, and volitional phase, when people established
a specific action plan (implementation intentions) to pursue healthy dieting. They
hypothesized that intrinsic or extrinsic motivation was important during goal setting
(motivational phase), while only intrinsic motivation was important when making plans
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(implementation intentions). 153 undergraduate students who were concerned about
their eating habits took part in the study.
The results of the study supported their hypotheses and demonstrated that both
intrinsic and extrinsic motivation for dietary change contributed significantly to the
prediction of goal intentions, whereas self-regulatory skills were irrelevant. Intrinsic but
not extrinsic motivation proved a significant predictor of implementation intentions (ifthen-plan), suggesting that individuals who had a self-chosen commitment to their goal
demonstrated a higher chance of moving to the next stage of planning behavioral
change (Ridder et al. 2009).
This study indicates that people adopt healthy eating behavior for various
reasons that can be self-determined or imposed by external sources. But in terms of the
prediction of success in healthy eating, intrinsic motivation is more important. However,
it should be admitted that there is a limited number of studies done in the area of
healthy eating. The results may vary for different food groups, in particular for
vegetables. Second, the sample consisted mostly of young women which might explain
the obtained results for extrinsic motivation. Young women group is concerned with their
appearance and might try to achieve their goal to look good via their food choice, in
particular healthy diet.
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2.2.3 Application of the Self-Determination Theory to the Vegetable Eating
Context
Autonomous and controlled motivations are relatively novel constructs in
promoting vegetable consumption. A few studies used these constructs in crosssectional studies and intervention programs (Shaikh et al., 2011).
Trudeau et al. (1998) examined associations of several psychological factors
including intrinsic and extrinsic motives with intake of fruits and vegetables. They used
the data of 1,450 completed telephone interviews from the Washington State Cancer
Risk Behavior Survey.
Intrinsic motivation was defined by Trudeau et al. (1998) as a desire to achieve
internal rewards (1) to stay healthy, (2) to prevent cancer or another serious illness, (3)
to feel better, and (4) to control weight. Extrinsic motivation was defined as a response
to external rewards and punishments (1) to control a medical problem, (2) because a
physician told you to, and (3) so that people will stop nagging you. Intrinsic and extrinsic
motivation were calculated as mean of items and was then divided into three levels –
low (1.0 to 1.9), moderate (2.0 to 2.4), and high (2.5 to 3.0).
The perceived barriers factor was assessed with 2 questions about (1) how easy
it is to eat fruits and vegetables every day, and (2) whether there are too many health
recommendations to follow. Also the stages of change in adopting diets high in fruits
and vegetables were measured.
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Table 1. Associations of Psychosocial Factors with Consumption of Fruits and
Vegetables

Factor

Sample size

Fruits

Vegetables

Differences in
effect
sizes
(slope)

Mean servings / day
Intrinsic Motivation
Low
Moderate
High
P value

102
325
1,023

Extrinsic Motivation
Low
Moderate
High
P value

568
643
239

0.81
1.07
1.30
< .001

1.39
1.46
1.57
< . 05

1.19
1.21
1.24
NS

1.54
1.55
1.47
NS

0.05

Barrier: Easy to eat fruits and vegetables every day
Strongly disagree / disagree
281
0.72
Agree / strongly agree
1,164
1.35
P value
< .001

1.14
1.64
< .001

0.10

Barrier: Too many health recommendations
Agree / strongly agree
930
Strongly disagree / disagree
472
P value

1.15
1.33
< .001

1.50
1.60
<0.01

0.04

Stages of dietary change
Preaction
Action
Maintenance
P value

0.79
1.11
1.78
< .001

1.25
1.44
1.93
< .001

0.17

428
528
492

0.16

< .001

NS

< .001

NS

< .001

Source: Trudeau E., Kristal A.R., Li S., Patterson R.E. (1998). Demographic and psychosocial predictors
of fruit and vegetable intakes differ: implications for dietary interventions. Journal of the American Dietetic
Association, 98(12), 1412-1417
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The results suggested that intrinsic motives to follow a healthy diet were
associated with higher intake of fruits and vegetables, whereas, extrinsic motives were
not. Two barriers were also negatively associated with intake of fruits and vegetables.
The study of Trudeau et al. (1998) brings value in understanding of motivation,
perceived barriers and application of stages of change behavior theory to fruit and
vegetable intake separately. However, the conceptualization of intrinsic and extrinsic
motivation looked problematic. For example, such motive as “control weight” assigned
to the intrinsic group was considered as an extrinsic one later in studies of Pelletier et
al. (2004). Weight control is a strong cultural value in North American society and there
is a substantial stigma attached to being overweight. It is likely that indicators of intrinsic
versus extrinsic motivation will be affected by the underlying cultural context. Another
limitation of the study is that Trudeau et al. (1998) did not look into the interplay of the
psychological factors such as motivation and perceived barriers to fruit and vegetable
intake.
Shaikh et al. (2011) tested the effects of two intervention programs to increase
fruit and vegetable consumption among African American adults in the US. Among four
hypothesized predictive variables such as self-efficacy, social support, autonomous
motivation, and controlled motivation, only autonomous motivation was found to be a
significant moderator and a mediator in the increase of fruit and vegetable intake.
The study of Shaikh et al. (2011) used structural equation modeling to test the
mediating and moderating role of self-efficacy, social support, autonomous motivation,
and controlled motivation during the Healthy Body Healthy Spirit (HBHS) trial, a clusterrandomized church-based intervention for increasing FVI and physical activity in African
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American adults. It was hypothesized that autonomous motivation, self-efficacy and
social support for eating more fruit and vegetables would partially or fully mediate the
effect of intervention program; controlled motivation was not a significant mediator for
fruit and vegetable intake; with regard to moderation, subgroups with lower baseline
levels of the measured psychosocial variables were predicted to be more responsive to
the effects of the HBHS intervention.
1,021 African American adults were recruited to participate in the program
through a quota sampling process conducted in 16 churches. Churches were randomly
assigned to one of three intervention groups. Group 1 received materials drawn from
government sources and commercial vendors. Group 2 was given similar, culturally
targeted materials as Group 1. Group 3 in addition to culturally target materials received
four, 30-minute counseling calls. These calls utilized motivational interviewing technique
in the frame of SDT to promote greater internalization of autonomous motivation to
increase fruit and vegetable intake. The aim of motivational interviewing was to create
an environment where the patient rather a counselor was the main advocate for a
behavior change. It is a collaborative and person-centered technique to elicit motivation
to change. Thus, motivational interviewing was used to increase autonomous motivation
by creating autonomy supportive environment.
Fruit and vegetable intake was measured with three different scales: a 19-item
FVI screener developed by the National Cancer Institute (Shaikh et al., 2011), a 2-item
measure, and a 36-item food frequency questionnaire (Levesque et al., 2006).
Autonomous and controlled motivational regulations were measured by revised 15-item
version of the Treatment Self-Regulation Questionnaire developed by Williams, Rodin,
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Ryan, Grolnick, and Deci (1998). Each item began with the words “The reason I eat
more fruit or vegetables is…” and was rated on a 7-point scale ranging from “not at all
true” to “very true”. An example of an item measuring autonomous motivation for eating
fruits and vegetables is “Because it is an important choice I really want to make…” An
example of an item measuring controlled motivation is “Because others would be upset
with me if I didn’t…” Cronbach’s alpha was .86 for the autonomous motivation subscale
and .89 for the controlled motivation subscale (Williams et al., 1998).
The structural equation model includes the direct and indirect (including
mediated) effects of the HBHS intervention through self-efficacy, social support,
autonomous and controlled motivation on fruit and vegetable intake. In particular, the
model assessed whether the change in the potential mediators influenced change in
FVI. In terms of moderation, the model assessed whether baseline levels of selfefficacy, social support, autonomous and controlled motivation moderated the
relationships between the HBHS interventions, psychosocial variables, and fruit and
vegetable intake. The results indicate a good fit of the model to the data, χ² (df = 251, n
= 678) = 520.64, p < .001, and with NFI = .94, NNFI = .96, CFI = .97, RMSEA = .040.
The path coefficients from baseline autonomous motivation and social support to
posttest fruit and vegetable intake had negative signs (β = –.15 and –.17, respectively, p
< .05) (Figure 4). These paths were interpreted as evidence that both Groups 2 and 3
intervention programs produced the change in autonomous motivation that contributed
in the increase in fruit and vegetable intake. Controlled motivation was not found to be a
significant mediator of the effects of the intervention on fruit and vegetable intake.
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Figure 4. Effects of Two Interventions on Key Mediators and Fruit and Vegetable
Intake

Source: Shaikh A.R., Vinokur A.D., Yaroch A.L., Williams G.C., Resnicow K. (2011). Direct and
Mediated Effects of Two Theoretically Based Interventions to Increase Consumption of Fruits and
Vegetables in the Healthy Body Healthy Spirit Trial, Health Education & Behavior, 38(5) 492–501

The analysis of moderating effects of the baseline psychological variables
revealed significant moderating effect of both autonomous and controlled motivation. It
was conducted two-group SEM analysis. The sample was divided using a median split
into high and low subgroups on baseline values, followed by an estimation of the fit and
model of a two-group structural model. The results of the two-group model for
autonomous motivation indicated excellent fit of the model to the data, χ² (df = 542, N =
353, 325) = 871.05, p < .001, and with NFI = .96, NNFI = .98, CFI = .98, RMSEA = .042.
When the constraint between low and high groups for the path from intervention Group
3 to posttest autonomous motivation was released, the model chi-square was
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significantly reduced by 6.79. The path between Group 3 and autonomous motivation
was different from those presented in the Figure 4 indicating that for the participants
with low baseline autonomous motivation there was a significant effect for the Group 3
intervention on posttest autonomous motivation.
Regarding the moderating effect of controlled motivation, the two-group model
with low and high subgroups of this variable showed an acceptable fit, χ2(df = 542, N =
340, 338) = 969.01, p < .001, and with NFI = .90, NNFI = .95, CFI = .95, RMSEA= .048.
The analysis revealed that intervention for the Group 3 had a significant effect on
increasing fruit and vegetable intake in participants with high baseline of controlled
motivation (β = .24, p < .05). Conversely, the Group 3 intervention did not have a
significant effect on FVI in participants with low baseline of controlled motivation (β =
.06, p > .05).
Thus, the study of Shaikh et al. (2011) provided evidence of the mediating role of
autonomous motivation and a moderating role of both autonomous and controlled
motivation on the relationships of intervention and fruit and vegetable intake. However
there are several limitations of this study. First of all, the generality of the results is
limited to specific population of African Americans in USA. Secondly, fruits and
vegetables were studies together; however the psychological factors and motivational
component in particular for including fruits might be different from those for vegetables
(Trudeau et al., 1998).
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2.2.4 Benefits and Limitations of the Self-Determination Theory

Self-Determination Theory represents a phenomenologically oriented approach
which “distinguishes among qualitatively different types of motivated behavior by
addressing the experienced locus of initiation of people’s motivated behavior” (Ryan et
al., 1996, p.9). The main focus of this approach is on the source that generates
motivation and the internalization process. SDT not only describes the phenomena of
motivation but also explains the mechanisms how to increase the desired autonomous
motivation that can be achieved through the process of internalization. It describes the
role of three psychological needs for competence, relatedness and autonomy in the
process of internalization. The mechanism of internalization adds value to the current
knowledge about people’s motivation in general and healthy eating motivation in
particular.
Self-Determination Theory utilized a differentiated approach towards motives
in healthy eating behavior. It was achieved by distinguishing between different types of
motivation that resulted in distinct eating outcomes (Verstyuf et al., 2012). Autonomous
motivation was found to lead to sustained results in greater vegetables consumption
and healthy dieting, while controlled motivation was not so effective (Shaikh, 2008;
Pelletier et al., 2004; Ridder et al., 2009).
Self-Determination Theory also contributes to the contemporary motivation
theory by focusing and explaining the “quality” of people’s motivation. The quality of
motivation is considered a degree of the internalization of the values of desired
behavior. However, the quantity of motivation can also be explained by the Self-
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Determination Theory. The quantity of motivation can be described by two levels, where
amotivation represents the lack of intention, and motivation, which involves clear
intentions and can be both, autonomous or non-autonomous.
Motivation for healthy eating proposed by Self-Determination Theory explains the
motivation that comes from external and internal forces. For example, external forces
that drive people to eat more vegetables are recommendations, expectations of others,
and appearance. Internal forces that motivate people to eat healthily can be personal
interest and enjoyment. However knowing about motivational factors that facilitate
greater vegetable consumption is not enough. Social marketers are interested in
identifying and removing the factors that could thwart motivation for healthy eating
behavior. Self-Determination Theory provides an explanation of why some people have
controlled less desirable motivation. It suggests that when one or all three basic
psychological needs for relatedness, autonomy and competence are thwarted people
have controlled but not autonomous motivation. However, these basic psychological
needs are universal and their thwarting may lead to the controlled (less desired)
motivation not only in the vegetable eating domain. The concept of basic psychological
needs takes into account only personal factors, but not physical or social factors, for
example time or money costs. It’s important to identify the factors that might hinder
motivation, but are specific to the vegetable eating behavior. So, it is important to study
the role of other factors besides psychological needs in the model of the SelfDetermination Theory.
Perceived barriers were found to be important and influential determinants for
vegetable consumption. The factors that stop people from eating more vegetables vary
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significantly and can also belong to the physical or social environment or be personal
characteristics. This study is aimed to look into how different types of motivation and
barriers

are

influencing (greater)

vegetable

consumption, and

specifically,

if

autonomous and controlled motivations are moderated by perceived barriers. In the
next chapter a review and analysis of the studies on the perceived barriers to (greater)
vegetable consumption is presented.
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2.3 PERCEIVED BARRIERS TO (GREATER) VEGETABLE CONSUMPTION

This chapter will present the review of the literature on the perceived barriers to
vegetable consumption and their influence on the vegetable intake.

2.3.1 Perceived Barriers to (Greater) Vegetable Consumption
Perceived barriers are defined in the frame of the Health Belief Model, as an
individual's opinion of tangible costs of an action or behavior (Becker, 1974). The word
“perceived” in the definition is crucial as perceived barriers might not be aligned with
real objective barriers. A cognitive process or judgment about a perceived barrier
involves a varied number of factors such as risk, past experience, and social support,
for example (Glasgow, 2009). As a result a person may experience or perceive some
factors as barriers when objectively they should not be as such.
Perceived barriers appear to be important determinants of vegetable intake
(Moser, Green, Weber and Doyle, 2005; Steptoe et al. 2004; Resnicow et al. 2000;
Langenberg et al. 2000; Trudeau, Kristal, Li, & Patterson, 1998; Dittus, Hillers and
Beerma, 1995; Krebs-Smith et al. 1995). The study of Steptoe et al. (2003) assessed
factors associated with self-reported intake of fruits and vegetables and 2 biomarkers
(potassium excretion and plasma vitamin C) in 271 adults living in a low-income
neighborhood. The psychological factors under study were perceived benefits, barriers,
social support, self-efficacy, and knowledge.
Fruit and vegetable consumption was assessed with the questions - “How many
pieces of fruit (of any sort) do you eat on a typical day?” and “How many portions of
vegetables (excluding potatoes) do you eat on a typical day?” Perceived barriers and
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perceived benefits of eating fruit and vegetables were measured by decisional balance
scale (Steptoe, Wijetunge, Doherty, & Wardle, 1995). The Perceived Barriers scale
included 12 items (e.g., “Fruit is inconvenient to eat”; “My family do not like vegetables”),
and 12 items contributed to the Perceived Benefits scale (e.g., “Eating more vegetables
will improve the way I look”).
The results indicated that fruit and vegetable intake was greater in those people
who reported lower barriers, F(3, 264) = 4.91, p < .001. Potassium excretion was used
to measure the potassium intake derived from fruit and vegetables. It was found that the
potassium level was lower in participants who reported higher barriers to fruit and
vegetable consumption (F(3, 218) = 2.85, p < .005) supporting the fact that people with
higher barriers ate less fruit and vegetables.
Perceived barriers to vegetable consumption among African American men aged
35 and up were studied by Moser et al. (2005). The scale for assessing barriers was
created for this study. The scale includes four subscales to capture barriers of access,
cost, dislike, and competing interest. The reliability of the scales was calculated using
factor analysis on the African American male subsample and α, reported for the scale
was between .83 and .87. The dislike subscale consisted of 6 items (were not reported
in the article) related to taste and digestion issues. The access subscale included 5
items related to access to local fruits and vegetables; cost subscale had 5 items; and
competing interests subscale included 3 items and was related to preferences of less
nutritious snacks.
3 regression models were tested to assess predictors of total fruit and vegetable
consumption, and fruit intake and vegetable intake separately. The predictors tested in
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the model were perceived benefits, barriers, social support, self-efficacy, and
knowledge. Barriers as competing interests were found a significant predictor for total
fruit and vegetable consumption. For the fruit intake barriers were not significant.
However, for the model of vegetable consumption, barriers as other interests were
significant predictors.
Table 2. Estimated Linear Regression Coefficients (β), Associated 95%
Confidence Intervals, and Adjusted R2 (Cumulative) for the 3 Blocks of Predictors
for the Log-Transformed Outcome Total Fruits and Vegetables (No Fried
Potatoes), Total Fruit (with Juice), Total Vegetables (No Fried Potatoes)
Barriers
Total Fruits and Vegetables
Dislike
Access
Cost
Other interests
Total Fruit
Dislike
Access
Cost
Other interests
Total Vegetables
Dislike
Access
Cost
Other interests

β

95% Confidence
Adjusted Interval

Adjusted R²

–.008
.004
.006
–.055

–.074, .058
–.049, .058
–.040, .052
–.098, –.012

–.041
.016
.009
–.040

–.106, .025
–.038, .070
–.037, .055
–.083, .003

.22

–.007
.001
.022
–.047

–.069, .055
–.048, .051
–.021, .065
–.087, –.007

.14

Source: Moser RP, Green V, Weber D, Doyle C. (2005). Psychosocial correlates of fruit and vegetable
consumption among African American men. Journal of Nutrition Education and Behavior, 37, 306 –14

Other predictors were different for fruits and vegetables. Interesting results were
that intrinsic benefits appeared to be significant predictor for fruit consumption. Intrinsic
benefits referred to such psychological outcomes as living longer, losing or maintaining
weight, and having more energy. Vegetable consumption was motivated by extrinsic
tangible rewards such as lower health insurance premiums and gym memberships.
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The limitation of the studies conducted by Steptoe et al. (2003) and Moser et al.
(2005) is the generality of the results as they were targeted specific population – lowincome people and African Americans, 35 years old and older. Second limitation is
pertaining to the measures of perceived barriers that might not represent the full list of
barriers. The researchers also did not examine the relationship of barriers with other
predictor variables, for example benefits. In particular, the question is if perceived
barriers can diminish benefits of eating vegetables.
Perceived barriers to eating vegetables were assessed during the intervention
programs and provided contradicting results about the effect of change in perceived
barriers on the intake of vegetables. Langenberg et al. (2008) reported results of the
intensive multifaceted nutritional intervention on changes in fruit and vegetable
consumption among low-income women enrolled in the Maryland WIC 5 A Day
Promotion Program where they found the intervention had its effect largely through
reductions in perceived barriers and improved knowledge, attitudes, and confidence in
the ability to make changes. The strongest associations were found for self-efficacy
(consumption higher by 0.60 servings for a one SD increase), perceived barriers (0.47
servings higher), and attitudes (0.35 servings higher). So, it was found that change in
perceived barriers accounted for the increase of 0.47 servings in fruit and vegetable
intake.
The study of Steptoe et al. (2003) assessed the psychological and social factors
predicting 12-month changes in fruit and vegetable consumption of low-income people
who received behavioral and nutrition education counseling. They found that perceived
barriers did not predict a 12-month intake of fruits and vegetables. On the contrary, the
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assessment of perceived barriers on the 8th week of the intervention program
demonstrated a higher level of reported barriers. The explanation for this effect might be
that respondents “moved from hypothetical appraisals of difficulties in establishing
healthy food choices to active efforts to change their diets, barriers became more salient
and appraisals more realistic” (Steptoe et al., 2003, p. 579).
The studies which include perceived barriers as one of the predictors of
vegetable intake vary in the format, methods of data collection and results. Shaikh et al.
(2008) conducted a systematic review of the psychological predictors of fruit and
vegetable intake in adult population. They analyzed 21 cross-sectional studies and 14
prospective studies. Barriers were studies in six cross-sectional studies and three
prospective studies. Five of six cross-sectional studies found a significant association of
perceived barriers and fruit and vegetable intake (Dittus et al, 2005; Trudeau et al.
1998; Resnicow et al. 2000; Van Duyn et al. 2001; Moser et al. 2005). They reported β
from -0.06 to -0.16. One study (Greene et al. 2004) did not find a significant association
for barriers and fruit and vegetable intake, however the information on the measure they
used for barriers was not reported.
In the prospective studies barriers were found a significant predictor of fruit intake
in one study (Langenberg et al., 2008) and nonsignificant in two other studies (Steptoe
et al. 2003; Brug et al. 2008).Based on the review on the psychological factors
associated with fruit and vegetable intake, Shaikh et al. (2008) concluded that perceived
barriers have evidence of effectiveness in predicting vegetable intake.
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2.3.2 Perceived Barriers to Healthy Eating
Chambers et al. (2008) in UK conducted a study aimed to investigate attitudes,
motivations and behavior towards healthy diet among different demographic groups. 6
focus groups with total of 43 participants were held. The focus groups were recruited on
the basis of age (18-30, 31-59, 60+), and gender. The results suggested that the
younger group was eating and buying more convenient food if compared with the older
groups.
People in the 18-30 age group mentioned cost of food as a main barrier to eating
healthy. They mentioned that budget was an important issue and they would rather
spend money on going out than on more expensive, healthy food. Some among
younger group were also not sure if cooking from scratch was cheaper than buying
ready-made meals while older people recognized this.
Time was mentioned as a barrier to eat healthily among younger groups of 18-30
years old who spend most of their time out of home (Chambers et al. 2008). Health
concerns were mostly important for the older groups, while younger women and men
“tended to talk about the health benefits of better diets in generic terms” (Chambers et
al. 2008).
Appearance factor was important in food choice for women of the youngest
group. They did not want to gain weight, want to take care of their skin and hair through
their healthy food choice. Additional factors that were mentioned in the group of 18-30
years old were the lack of cooking skills and uncertainty over whether healthier eating
was actually cheaper.
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To summarize, this study of Chambers et al. (2008) suggests that younger
people found it more difficult to eat healthily when compared with older age groups due
to such barriers as time, cost, and lack of cooking skills. They were also less concerned
about health but more interested in appearance through their food choice.
The results of Chambers et al. (2008) found support in other studies. In the study
of House, Su and Levy-Milne (2006) the main barriers to eating healthily among
dietetics student and students studying other subjects were lack of time, lack of choice
on campus, taste, and money. Time was the most crucial barrier associated with
preparation of food. However the dietetics students mentioned time for shopping and
preparation of food for general public but not for themselves. They also pointed out that
media's influence to buy unhealthy products can be a barrier. Interesting opinion was
expressed by these students that lack of short-term effect (for example quick weight
loss) of healthy eating can discourage people.
Similar results were obtained by Silliman, Rodas-Fortier and Neyman (2004) in
their study of college students’ perceived barriers to healthy eating. 40% of respondents
stated “lack of time,” 22% - “lack of money,” 15% - “taste preferences” and 24%
identified other reasons for their poor eating habits. Among other reasons students
mentioned “no motivation” (n = 21), “convenience” (n = 20), and “dine at student
cafeteria” (n = 17). Forty-two percent of women stated “lack of time” compared with 36%
of men, whereas 3% of women said “don’t care” compared with 11% of men.
Perez-Cueto et al. (2009) studied healthy eating barriers among international
students enrolled at Ghent University in Belgium. They found that lack of information
(65%), price (56%), peer pressure (45%), lack of will power (47%), unavailability (45%),
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and perception of healthy foods as boring (33%) were the most discouraging factors for
healthy eating. `Price of healthy foods', `giving up foods I like', `busy lifestyle' and
`irregular working hours' were stated as the most difficult barriers for Ukrainian students
(Biloukha and Utermohlen, 2001).
The study of 796 low-income people in Minnesota (Eikenberry and Smith, 2004)
suggested that time was a barrier for 48.8% of respondents, cost for 38.5%, money
situation for 38.5%. Among other barriers to healthy eating were being lazy (29.8%),
taste (29.7%), lack of discipline (29.4%), being picky (24.2%), live alone (21.5%), food
preparation (21.4%), transportation (18.3%), availability (17.1%), how I was raised
(16.8%), unable to choose my food (15.1%), other expenses (12.1%), and knowledge
(10.4%). The authors defined these barriers through the 15 focus groups and then
applied them to the quantitative study. Some of the barriers reported in the study of
Eikenberry and Smith (2004) are aligned with the barriers that were mentioned by
participants in the focus groups of Chambers et al. (2008) and House, Su and LevyMilne (2006) and quantitative studies of Silliman et al. (2004) and Perez-Cueto et al.
(2009). An interesting barrier was mentioned in the Eikenberry and Smith (2004) study
“living alone”. This barrier can be applicable towards the young adult group as at this
age they usually leave their parent family and do not form their own family yet. The
support for this idea is in the study of Larson et al. (2009) suggesting that social eating
or eating with others among young adults is significantly associated with higher intakes
of fruits, vegetables, and dark-green and orange vegetables. The barriers such as lack
of discipline and being lazy can point out to the importance of self-regulation in
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consuming healthy diet and suggests a healthy diet is perceived to be difficult and time
consuming or inconvenient.
Probably the most comprehensive study on the barriers to healthy eating in adult
population was conducted by Lappalainen et al. (1998). 14,331 respondents answered
the questionnaire in 15 European countries. Subjects were presented with a list of 22
possible barriers in nine categories (Table 3) and were asked to select those they
perceived as difficulties in healthy eating.
Interesting result was that 21% of the respondents did not see any difficulties to
eat healthily. The most common barrier categories in eating healthy was lack of time
(including statements “irregular working hours” and “busy lifestyle”) and self-control
(including statements “giving up foods that I like” and “willpower”).
Lack of time was the most frequently mentioned difficulty in not following nutrient
advice however with great variability among countries from 16% in Germany, to 48-50%
in Luxemburg and Sweden. Time barrier was more often reported by younger and
higher educated subjects. Food preparation was also more frequently reported as a
barrier in these groups. Therefore, it can be implied that younger and better-educated
people think that they do not have time to prepare healthy meals.
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Table 3. The 22 Barrier Statements Presented in 9 Categories (Lappalainen et al.,
1998)
1. Lack of time
Irregular working hours
Busy lifestyle
2. Self-control
Giving up foods that I like
Willpower
3. Resistance to change
I do not want to change my eating habits
Too great a change from my current diet
4. Food preparation
Cooking skills
Healthy foods are more perishable
Lengthy preparation
Storage facilities
Limited cooking facilities
5. Cost of food
Price of healthy food
6. Unpleasant foods
Unappealing food
Strange or unusual foods
7. Influence of other people
Feeling conspicuous amongst others
Taste preferences of family and friends
8. Lack of knowledge/expert consensus
Not knowing enough about healthy eating
Experts keeping changing their minds
9. Selection influences
Limited choice when I eat out
Healthy options not available in shop or canteen or home
Healthy food more awkward to carry home from shops
Not enough food to satisfy hunger
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High frequency of reports on the “giving up liked food” suggests that taste is an
important factor in dietary compliance and healthy diet does not appear to be an
attractive alternative. One fifth of the respondents mentioned “willpower” as a barrier to
healthy eating. It means that healthy eating is perceived as a behavior that requires
psychological efforts from a person.
Barrier categories such as cost of food, unpleasant foods, influence of other
people, knowledge/expert consensus and selection influences were reported by 14-15%
of the respondents with great range among countries by each factor.
This list of barriers derived from the study of Lappalainen et al. (1998) has
several limitations. First of all the study was conducted in Europe and almost 14 years
ago, so the generalization of the results on Canadian population should be investigated.
This list of the barriers developed by Lappalainen et al. (1998) is quite
comprehensive and many barriers mentioned in the studies with students are included
in the list. However such barrier as “an influence of the media to buy unhealthy food”,
“live alone” and “lack of short-time effect” were not studied.
To conclude, barriers to healthy eating are time, cost of food, lack of cooking
skills, lack of choice on campus (unavailability), media influence to buy unhealthy food,
lack of short-time effect, lack of motivation, lack of money, inconvenience, lack of
information, peer pressure and taste (Table 4). Studies on the barriers to healthy eating
of the adult population are in compliance with the studies on the students’ population.
However, the majority of reviewed studied were conducted in Europe (Lappalainen et
al., 1998, Chambers et al., 2008; Silliman et al. 2004; Perez-Cueto et al. 2009) and USA
(Eikenberry and Smith, 2004; House et al. 2004).
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Table 4. Studies on the Perceived Barriers to Healthy Eating
Authors, country

Sample

Perceived Barriers

Chambers et al.
(2008), UK

6 focus groups with
total of 43
participants

Cost of food, time, lack of cooking skills

House, Su and LevyMilne (2006), Canada

4 focus groups with
dietetics student and
students studying
other subjects

Lack of time, the lack of choice on campus, taste,
money, media's influence to buy unhealthy
products

Silliman, RodasFortier and Neyman
(2004), US
Perez-Cueto et al.
(2009), Belgium
Lappalainen et al.
(1998), UK, Czech
Biloukha and
Utermohlen (2001),
Ukraine
Eikenberry and Smith
(2004), US

471 college students
235 students

14,331 adults

Lack of time, lack of money, taste preferences, no
motivation, convenience, dine at student cafeteria.
Lack of information, price, peer pressure, lack of will
power, unavailability, and perception of healthy
foods as boring
Time, food preparation, taste, willpower

296 adults

Price of healthy foods, giving up foods I like, busy
lifestyle and irregular working hours

796 low-income
people

Time, cost, money situation, being lazy, taste, lack
of discipline, being picky, live alone, food
preparation, transportation, availability, how I was
raised, unable to choose my food, other expenses,
and knowledge.

However, European and USA values and lifestyles may differ between countries
and also may differ somewhat from Canada. Cultural norms around food and social
activities may vary from country to country. The concept of healthy eating is ill-defined
and also might be not the same. For example, Europeans are less likely to own a car
and shop at large supermarkets than people in North America. Also the promotion
campaigns that were undertaken in Europe and USA might differ on some aspects and
might differ from Canadian approach. This in turn might lead to the differences in
motivation and perceived barriers to healthy eating in Europe, USA and Canada.
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2.4. MOTIVATIONAL PROFILES OF CONSUMERS

2.4.1 Social Marketing
There are several definitions of social marketing. The most useful definition in my
mind is: ‘social marketing is the application of commercial marketing technologies to the
analysis, planning, execution and evaluation of programs designed to influence the
voluntary behavior of target audiences in order to improve their personal welfare and
that of society’ (Andreasen, 1995, p. 7). There are several key features of social
marketing that are described in this definition. First of all, it emphasizes the importance
of the voluntary change of consumers’ behavior. The current study is looking into the
factors that help increase vegetable consumption. Motivation is an important factor in
voluntary and conscious changes of eating behavior. Another important feature of social
marketing is the application of the marketing techniques that were previously used in
the commercial sector. Such techniques are consumer oriented market research,
segmentation and targeting, and marketing mix (Gordon et al., 2006). The current study
looks into different segments of the consumers based on the type of motivation and
perceived barriers. Segmentation as a marketing technique will help identify the profiles
of consumers who are not motivated, have extrinsic and intrinsic motivation towards
greater consumption of vegetables.
Finally, social marketing should benefit individual welfare and society, but not the
commercial organization (Gordon et al., 2006). The results of the study give insights on
two powerful forces that influence vegetable eating patterns – motivation and perceived
barriers.
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2.4.2 Segmentation Methods
Nowadays social marketing scholars have acknowledged that audience
segmentation is an effective way to communicate messages to specific groups to
encourage attitude and behavior change (Kazbare et al. 2010). There are several
approaches for segmentation that are used in social marketing for consumer behavior –
a priori and post-hoc segmentations. In the a priori segmentation the type and number
of segments are decided before the data collection, while in the post-hoc segmentation
the number of segments and their characteristics are derived from the data and
methodology (Kazbare et al. 2010). Wedel and Kamakura (2000) also distinguishes
descriptive and predictive methods. In descriptive methods there is a single set of
segmentation variables with no differences between dependent and independent
variables. In the predictive methods two sets of variables are usually used, one set
includes dependent variable to be explained by the independent variables.
Kazbare et al. (2010) compared several predictive theory-driven segmentation
models for healthy diet behavior change. They developed and compared one-segment
model, a priori predictive method based on demographic (gender) segmentation, a priori
predictive

method

based

on

behavioral

(adolescents’

previous

experience)

segmentation, and post-hoc predictive segmentation. The target behavior of the study
was an increasing consumption of fruits and vegetables and a decreasing consumption
of soft drinks. They measured demographic, psychographic, behavioral characteristics
of the respondents and variable from the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) –
behavioral intention, attitudes, perceived control and subjective norms. The sample
included 923 seventh and eighth-grade pupils (13–15-year-old).
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One segment model explained 25% of the variance in adolescents’ intention to
increase consumption of fruits and vegetables and 22.2% of variance in adolescents’
intention to decrease consumption of soft drinks. However this model ignored potential
differences among consumers.
A priori predictive method was based on gender segmentation and explained
24% for boys and 22% for girls of variance in increased consumption of fruits and
vegetables and 19% for girls and 26% for boys of variance in decreasing soft drink
consumption. This model gave some insights on the differences between girls and boys,
in particular on their interest and willingness in intention to change. However the
predictors of intention to change for specific eating behaviors were relatively similar for
these two segments; and this fact raised a question about difference in communication
strategy.
A priori predictive method based on behavioral (adolescents’ previous
experience) segmentation explained 15–18%

of variance in increase of fruit and

vegetable consumption, and 10-17.5 % of variance in decrease of soft drink
consumption among three segments - consumers who succeeded in past, consumers
who failed in the past, and consumers who never tried. This model clearly demonstrated
that there were differences among the predictors of the intention to implement the
behaviors that can be used in developing communication programs. However,
behavioral data may not be easily available which questions the effectiveness of the
communication programs.
Post-hoc predictive segmentation model, based on latent class regression,
identified two classes consumption of fruits and vegetables (40% and 26% of variance
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were explained) and 3 classes for soft drink decrease (61.2%, 25% and 19.5% of
variance were explained). The fact that model led to the segments that differed in their
intentions to change behavior gave the possibility to develop effective promotion and
intervention programs considering the predictors for those who already had good
intentions and those who were not interested. A priori predictive or post-hoc
segmentation method was the most beneficial in identifying segments of people who
should be targeted for intervention program and in what could be communicated to
those segments to promote healthier eating (Kazbare et al. 2010).

2.4.3 Transtheoretical Model: Stages of Change
One of the descriptive variables that was used for segmentation in the current
study was stages of change that were described in the frame of the Transtheoretical
model. The Transtheoretical Model of behavior change was developed by Prochaska
and DiClemente (Prochaska and DiClemente, 1982, 1984) to describe the behavioral
change in the clinical context of smoking and alcohol cessation. The main idea of the
model is that people pass through five stages whilst attempting to change their behavior
(Prochaska, 1982; Prochaska, Wight, and Velicer, 2008) – Precontemplation,
Contemplation, Preparation, Action, and Maintenance. People in the Precontemplation
stage do not have the intention to change in the foreseeable future, which is in the next
6 month. People it this stage are not aware that their behavior might be problematic. In
the next contemplation stage people are aware that the problem exists but have not
taken action or made any preparation for change. So contemplators are intending to
change in the next 6 months. People in the Preparation stage are planning to change in
the next 30 days and may have made previous attempts to improve the desired
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behavior. People in the Action stage have reached the desired behavior within last 6
months, and Maintainers are successful in their behavior for more than 6 months.
Stages of Change concept was frequently used in studies predicting fruit and
vegetable intake. According to Shaikh et al. (2008) stages of changes were found to be
a sufficient predictor.

In the review of the cross-sectional and prospective studies

conducted by Shaikh et al. (2008) five of twelve studies reported significant findings in
association of stages of changes and fruit and vegetable intake (Green et al, 2004; Van
Duyn, Heimendinger and Russek-Cohen, 1998; Laforge, Green and Prochaska, 1994;
Perkins-Porras et al, 2005; de Vet et al., 2007).
Among cross-sectional studies that examined the association between
stages and fruit and vegetable intake three of nine studies found linear association
(Green et al, 2004; Van Duyn, Heimendinger and Russek-Cohen, 1998; Laforge, Green
and Prochaska, 1994). Green et al. (2004) study aimed to research differences in
psychological factors by stages of change for intake of five servings of fruits and
vegetables per day in older population. The sample consisted of 1,254 men and women
of 60 years old and older who were enrolled in the SENIOR project, an intervention for
community-dwelling older adults focusing on increasing fruit and vegetable consumption
and exercise. Data was collected at the baseline of the program. Two food–frequencytype instruments assessed the number of servings of fruits and vegetables consumed
per day - the National Institutes of Health (NIH) All-Day Fruit and Vegetable Screener
and a seven-item instrument measuring frequency of intake (including fried potatoes)
and consumption of fruits and vegetables. Stages of change were measured by the two-
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step algorithm. Other variables under study were decisional balance, processes of
change, and situational self-efficacy.
Due to the small number of people in the stages, the contemplation and the
preparation stages were combined, so were the action and the maintenance stages.
Stage differences in fruit and vegetable intake were analyzed using multiple analysis of
variance. The results indicated a strong effect of stages of change on intake measured
by the Fruit and Vegetable Screener (F(2, 1104)=109, P<.001) and the 5 A Day
screener (F(2, 1104)=128, P<.001) with a linear increase from precontemplation to
action/maintenance.
The study of Greene et al. (2004) provided the evidence of the association
between the stages of change and fruit and vegetable intake. However the results are
problematic in terms of generalization. The mean age of the sample in the study was 75
years.
The same effect for the Transtheoretical model and fruit and vegetable intake
was found in the study of VanDuyn et al. (1998) of a nationally representative sample of
U.S. adults. 2,811 respondents were interviewed over the phone. The study aimed to
describe the associations between stages of change, fruit and vegetable intake, and
demographic and psychosocial factors. Stages of change were measured using a series
of questions related to practices, intentions, and efficacy regarding fruit and vegetable
consumption. Fruit and vegetables intake was measured by a short series of summary
food frequency questions and a food frequency questionnaire of 33 fruits and
vegetables. Other variables tested were: smoking status, being in the habit of eating lots
of fruits and vegetables since childhood, using taste preference for fruits and
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vegetables, and the number of fruit and vegetable servings one thinks a person should
eat each day for good health. The relation of fruit and vegetable intake to the stages of
change was analyzed using regression method. The results indicated that
contemplators and preparers showed little difference, but respondents in the action
stage demonstrated a significant one serving greater intake of total fruit and vegetables
per day compared with those in preparation (p < .0001). People in the maintenance
stage reported an additional one serving of total fruit and vegetables compared with
people in action stage (p < .0001). The same pattern was seen both for fruit intake and
vegetable intake separately.

Table 5. Fruit / Vegetable Intake by Stages of Change

Stages of Change
Precontemplation
Contemplation
Preparation
Action
Maintenance

Mean Intake (Servings per Day)
Total Fruit and
Fruit
Vegetables
3.12
0.77
2.43
0.49
2.68
0.57
3.68
1.01
5.07
1.50

Vegetables
1.7
1.46
1.44
1.84
2.50

Source: Van Duyn M.A, Heimendinger J., Russek-Cohen E. (1998). Use of the transtheoretical model of change
to successfully predict fruit and vegetable consumption. Journal of Nutrition Education, 30, 371– 80

The results from multiple regression analysis suggested that stages of
change demonstrated a strong association with fruit and vegetable intake. Being in an
action-oriented stage of change was associated with a one-serving increase in total fruit
and vegetable intake, with approximately equal contributions from fruit and from
vegetable servings (β for total fruit and vegetable intake = 1.00, β for fruit intake = 0.44,
β for vegetable intake = 0.40). Being in a maintenance stage of change was associated
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with a 1.4 serving increase in total fruit and vegetable intake, with a greater contribution
from vegetables (β= 0.67) than fruit servings (β= 0.50).
Stages of changes were found to be associated with perceived barriers and
perceived benefits of fruit and vegetable intake (Ling and Horwath, 2001; Ma, Betts and
Horacek 2002). Ling and Horwath (2001) developed and validated scales to assess
perceived benefits and barriers for increasing fruit and vegetable consumption on the
Chinese sample. 1200 households were interviewed over the phone. The prior
quantitative research using focus groups were conducted to identify the benefits of and
barriers to fruit and vegetable consumption. As a result main perceived benefits were a)
nutritional value, b) a sense of well-being (e.g., digestive regularity, feeling light /
refreshed, and doing some good for oneself), c) health, and d) weight loss. The barriers
to greater intake appeared to be cost in time and money, efforts to prepare, difficulty in
changing habits, preference for other foods, lack of availability, concern for pesticides,
and lack of awareness of what constitutes sufficient amounts to be consumed. The
scale was validated and as a result 14 items were included in the final version
representing the pros and cons for increasing fruit and vegetable consumption. The
examples of cons scale were “Eating more fruits would be expensive”, “I would worry
about pesticides if I ate more fruits or vegetables”, “It would make meal planning difficult
for my family if I asked for more vegetable dishes”.
The data analysis revealed a significant main effect for composite pro and
cons scores across stage grouping (Wilk’s λ= 0.96, F = 4.80, df = 6, 1414, p < .0001).
ANCOVA analysis indicated significant differences across stages for both pro (F = 5.64,
df = 3, 708, p < .001) and con scores (F = 2.73, df = 3, 708, p < .05). Respondents in
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the preparation stage reported significantly higher pros than those in the
precontemplation (p < .0001) and contemplation (p < .01) stages. For cons or barriers,
mean ratings were significantly lower among respondents in post-action than those in
the precontemplation (p < .01), contemplation (p < .05), and preparation (p < .05)
stages.
The study of Ling and Horwath (2001) identified changes in pros and cons
across stages of changes suggesting that perceived benefits were increasing and
barriers were decreasing across stages. And effect size of change was higher for pros
than for cons.
Similar results in association of perceived barriers and stages of changes
were reported in the study of Wolf et al. (2008) in the population of adult black men.
Barriers to fruit and vegetable consumption were measured using a 14-item index
adapted from Steptoe et al. (2003). Data analysis revealed that fruit and vegetable
intake was associated with the stages of change (F[2,474]=5.26; p <0.01)

and

perceived

(vs.

barriers

(F[4,73]=3.35;

p<0.01).

Men

in

the

action

stage

contemplation/preparation) reported the greatest intake of fruits and vegetables and
fewer barriers.
The review of the literature on the application of the stages of change to the
fruit and vegetable intake provided evidence that fruit and vegetable consumption is
associated with the stages of change: higher intake for both categories is for
action/maintenance stages than for contemplating/preparation stages (Green et al.,
2004; VanDuyn et al. (1998 ). Stages of change are also associated with perceived
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barriers, in particular, with the increase in the stage the number of perceived barriers
decrease (Ling and Horwath, 2001; Wolf et al. 2008).
However, the application of the Transtheoretical model has some limitation
that should be mentioned. The study of Povey et al. (1999) suggests that people may
not be aware of the change in their behavior or wrongly assess the current stage they
are in, in the self-reported measures that are widely used to assign respondents to one
of the five stages. This might lead to a mismatch in the person’s perceived and actual
diet behavior. This is especially true when the behavior under the study can be
interpreted in wide term, for example “healthy diet” or “low-fat diet” versus “eat five
portions of fruit and vegetables per day.” Povey et al. (1999) assessed three dietary
behaviors – healthy eating, eating a low-fat diet, and eating five portions of fruit and
vegetables per day. 541 volunteers completed the survey. The results suggested that
the distribution of the respondents among stages for three different diet behaviors was
very different.
For healthy eating behavior the distribution of respondents across stages
was highly skewed with 86% of people in the maintenance (53%) and action (32%)
stages and only 14% in the motivational stages of precontemplation, contemplation or
preparation. For a low-fat diet half (52%) of the respondents were in the maintenance
and action stages, and only over third (34%) of respondents were in the maintenance
and action stages for the eating five portions of fruits and vegetables per day behavior.
This result suggested that more people could perceive themselves eating a healthy diet
in a general sense rather than eating five portions of fruits and vegetables a day.
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The study of Povey et al. (1999) suggests that the application of the
Transtheoretical model is more appropriate for a specific dietary behavior, vegetable
eating behavior, for example. However, some conceptual challenge of Transtheoretical
model should be admitted. Stages of change represent intention or readiness of people
to make certain changes, but do not imply keeping a particular diet.
Nooijer et al. (2005) criticized segmentation based on stages of change
especially for the nutrition behavior suggesting that such approach is not stable across
time. They argue that spontaneous transitions in stages may occur due to variety of
reasons. Secondly, they suggest that measurement instrument is not reliable enough.
The current study uses stages of change as a descriptive variable indicating
people’s intentions to change the current behavior towards (greater) vegetable
consumption. The base variables for segmentations were the independent variables motivation and perceived barriers. The identified segments were investigated in terms of
stages of change; in particular, the segments are compared in terms of successful
maintenance of desired behavior, so the study is interested which cluster has the
majority of people in the maintenance stage.

2.4.4 Motivational Profiles Based on the SDT Constructs
Motivation and perceived barriers were used as basic variables for
segmentation. The other variables, for example stages for change, described in the
previous section, were used to describe and compare segments of vegetable
consumers.
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Self-Determination Theory suggests that people might have autonomous and
controlled motives to eat (more) vegetables. Some people might be driven more by
liking, fun and satisfaction of eating vegetables (autonomous motivation); and some put
such motives as health or doctor’s advice (controlled motivation) as more important in
their pursuit for eating more vegetables. So it’s plausible that several groups of
vegetable consumers exist that are different in their motives, food behaviors and, as
results, consumption of vegetables. In other words, segmentation based on motivation
might reveal different clusters suggesting that the vegetable consumption differs
depending on the prevailing motivation.
Indeed, SDT assumes that a truly autonomous motivational profile exists and
that such leads to the most desirable behavior (Gillet et al, 2010).

For example,

Matsumoto and Takenaka (2004) developed motivational profiles of the exercise
behavior based on the Self-Determination Theory. They extracted four profiles named
“self-determination profile”, which was high in autonomous motivation, “moderate
motivational profile”, that was moderate in both motivations, “nonself-determined
motivational profile”, that was high in nonself-determined motivation, and the
“amotivational profile” which was high only in amotivation. The described profiles were
explored in the relation to the stages of exercise behavior change. The results of the
study (Matsumoto and Takenaka, 2004) suggested that people in the self-determined
motivational profile were significantly more represented in the maintenance stage and
less in the precontemplation and contemplation stages.
Vansteenkiste et al. (2009) investigated motivational profiles of students on
the bases of the Self-Determination Theory. They studied leaning outcomes for different
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groups of students with regards to the quality and quantity of motivation. Using cluster
analysis they identified four motivational profiles. One profile was high on both
autonomous and controlled motivation (high quantity motivation group), the second
cluster was low on both types of motivation (low quantity motivational group), the third
cluster was high on autonomous motivation and low on controlled motivation (high
quality group) and the fourth cluster was high on controlled motivation and low on
autonomous motivation (poor quality group). They found that the high quality group
systematically scored higher on all learning outcomes than poor quality motivation
group. Interesting fact was that poor quality group did not demonstrate better outcomes
than low quantity group suggesting that presence of poor motivation does not give any
benefits.
However, there are some research studies that do not quite collaborate with
the Self-Determination Theory. One of such studies, conducted by Vlachopoulos et al.
(2000) investigated two motivational profiles of athletes based strictly on the SDT
constructs. The first profile was high in autonomous motivation and low in controlled
motivation. The second profile included participant with both high autonomous and
controlled motivations. The comparison of the outcomes for these profiles suggested
that people in the second cluster reported higher level of satisfaction, enjoyment,
strength of intention to continue and lower level of negative affect than people in the first
cluster. The respondents with mixed motivation demonstrated more desired outcomes
than people with high autonomous motivation. This result contradicts SDT.
Ratelle et al. (2007) studied motivational profiles of students and the
difference of these profiles on the learning outcomes. They conducted two studies on
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the high school student population and one study - on the college student sample.
Results of the first two studies revealed three motivational profiles – fist cluster with low
autonomous and high controlled motivation, second cluster was with moderate
autonomous and moderate controlled motivation, and the third cluster was with high
controlled and high autonomous motivation. They did not find the pure autonomous
motivation cluster among high school students. The highest learning outcomes among
three profiles were registered for the third cluster with high mixed motivation.
In the third study with college students three motivational profiles were
obtained – a high autonomous / high controlled profile, a low autonomous / low
controlled profile, and an autonomous profile. The results suggested that in terms of
outcomes two profiles – mixed motivational and autonomous – were similar, but
academic persistence was higher in the autonomous profile.
Vlachopoulos et al. (2000) and Ratelle et al. (2007) explained their results, which
were not aligned with the SDT, by the high context sensitivity. So motivational profiles
obtained for specific activities or specific age group may reveal different sets of
motivational profiles. So the contradicting results of utilizing the SDT constructs for
investigating motivational profiles in educational and sport contexts suggest the need to
conduct research of motivational profiles in vegetable eating context. It will help a) to
identify the motivational profiles of vegetable consumers based on their scores of
autonomous, controlled motivation and perceived barriers, and b) to explore how these
identified groups of consumers differ in terms vegetable consumption, food behaviors
and stages of change. So, this study aimed to investigate the motivational profiles of
consumers and compare the outcomes in terms of vegetable consumption. This study
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will be explorative in nature. The ideal situation will be to obtain the motivational profiles
that differ both in quantity (high-low) and quality (autonomous and controlled)
motivation.
Segmentation part adds practical value to the study and tests the postulates of
the SDT in the vegetable eating context. After investigating the motivation and
perceived barriers and their possible interaction, it’s logical to identify the groups of
people to whom the obtained theoretical knowledge could be applied, more specific,
which segments would benefit the most from the intervention program based on this
knowledge about motivation and perceived barriers.

2.5 GAP IN THE LITERATURE

Motivation for the desired behavior is one of the main components of social
marketing (Piggford et al., 2008). The study of motivation for (greater) vegetable
consumption might help to develop targeted and efficient intervention campaign.
Studies of Lappalainen et al. (1998) and Andajani-Sutjahjo et al. (2004) suggest
that motivationally-tailored intervention can be the most successful approach among
others. Motivation for healthy eating and perceived barriers were found important and
strong determinants of healthy eating and vegetable consumption. These two
determinants attract a lot of attention among social marketers and were both often
included as main variables in marketing research studies. For example, House et al.
(2006) studies the barriers and benefits of healthy eating among university students,
Tucker et al. (2011) looked into the motivators and barriers to health behavior,
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Michaelidou et al. (2012) investigated motives and barriers to healthy eating in crossnational study.
The motivation variable in the current study was conceptualized in the frame of
the Self-Determination Theory (Ryan and Deci, 2000). SDT proposes a qualitative
approach to human motivation defining 5 types of motivation. The distinction among
these types of motivation is based on sources that energize healthy eating behavior.
People can be motivated by the factors that lay “outside” vegetable eating context such
as the desire to look slim or the pressure of others (controlled motivation). Or people
can be motivated to eat vegetables because they enjoy them, or because vegetables
become an integral part of their diets and other healthy lifestyle choices (autonomous
motivation).
The studies of motivation in the healthy eating domain (Pelletier et al.2004; and
Ridder et al., 2009) provided evidence that autonomous motivation is more desirable in
healthy eating behavior. The results of the study of Pelletier et al. (2004) demonstrate
that self-determination in healthy eating leads to sustainable and persistent outcomes.
The study of Ridder et al. (2009) revealed that people adopt a healthy eating behavior
for self-determined and not-self-determined reasons but only autonomous motivation is
a predictor of intentions to implement a healthy eating goal.
Self-Determination Theory provides an explanation of how the desired
autonomous motivation can be achieved. The value and importance of eating
vegetables should be internalized by a person. First the idea of eating (more)
vegetables is introduced in the external environment, and then it should be internalized
and integrated to the core self of a person. SDT also suggests that three psychological
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needs should be satisfied in order to make the process of internalization successful.
These three needs are the needs for relatedness, autonomy, and competency. When all
three needs or one of the needs is not satisfied people are likely to have controlled type
of motivation. Interesting fact is that thwarting of basic psychological needs leads to the
desired controlled motivation in many domains – in eating behavior (Verstuyf, 2012), in
personal goal attainment (Patrick et al., 2007), and education (Niemiec et al, 2009).
The gap exists in terms of identifying other factors in the frame of the SelfDetermination Theory besides psychological needs that are specific to vegetable
eating behavior that might thwart people’s motivation to (greater) vegetable
consumption.
People who are motivated to eat (more) vegetables but cannot achieve the
desired behavior may encounter the barriers that they perceive are more dominant than
their motivation. If the barriers are perceived to outweigh the benefits of eating (more)
vegetables a person would fail in maintaining the desired behavior. However, it might be
not always the case. People, who feel enjoyment and satisfaction from eating
vegetables, might not perceive any barriers in their eating behavior, or they might find
effective ways to overcome these barriers and, as result, they become successful in
maintenance of the desired behavior. So at this point, perceived barrier may differently
influence the relationships between two types of motivation and vegetables
consumption. Perceived barriers would decrease the association between controlled
motivation and vegetable intake and do not influence the relationship of autonomous
motivation and vegetable consumption.
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Thus, the aim of the present study is to investigate the moderating effect of
perceived barriers on the relationship between two types of motivation,
autonomous and controlled motivation, and vegetable intake in the model of the
Self-Determination Theory.
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CHAPTER 3. RESEARCH OVERVIEW
3.1 RESEARCH QUESTION
The current study aims to address the gap in the literature pertaining to the
interaction of motivation and perceived barriers to (greater) vegetable consumption. The
Self–Determination Theory postulates that there are several different types of motivation
distinguished by the sources of motivation. The behavior can be self-determined
(autonomous) or can be imposed by external factors (controlled) or be a mixture of the
factors (Rayn and Deci, 2000). On the other hand, there are forces that can prevent
people from eating the desired amount of vegetables. Perceived barriers are known to
be a such factor. In the current study, the additional component of perceived barriers is
included in the Self-Determination Theory.
The research question of the current study is to investigate the moderating effect
of the perceived barriers on the relationship between controlled and autonomous
motivation and vegetable consumption.

3.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
In order to answer the research question stated above the current research study
has the following objectives:
1. To study the relationship among autonomous and controlled motivation and
perceived barriers to (greater) vegetable consumption;
2. To explore the moderating effect of perceived barriers on the relationship between
autonomous and controlled motivation and vegetable intake;
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3. To investigate and describe motivational profiles of vegetable consumers who are
part of the Ontario Food Panel with respect to vegetables consumption,
demographic characteristics, food behaviors and stages of change.

3.3

RESEARCH FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESES

Self-Determination Theory (Rayn and Deci, 2000) provided the underlying
structure for the current study including two types of motivation for (greater) vegetable
consumption. Types of motivation depend on the nature of the sources that regulate the
behavior and, in turn, can be autonomous or controlled. Perceived barriers were found
to be influential on vegetable intake. So in the current study the Self-Determination
Theory is extended with a perceived barrier component. Perceived barriers are
hypothesized to have a moderating effect on controlled motivation and vegetable
consumption relationship. The hypothesized model is depicted in the Figure 5.
Autonomous motivation has the documented positive influence on vegetable
intake (Trudeau et al., 1998; Shaikh et al., 2011) and healthy eating behavior (Pelletier
et al.2005; Ridder et al., 2009). Through the integration of the goals and values of
healthy eating to the core self, healthy eaters make their behavior enjoyable. So the H1
is derived from Self-Determination Theory and proposes that

H1: Autonomous motivation is a stronger predictor of vegetable
consumption than controlled motivation.
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consumption (Steptoe et al. 2003; Langenberg et al., 2008) and healthy eating behavior
(Lappalainen et al., 1998; Biloukha and Utermohlen, 2001; Silliman et al., 2004; PerezCueto et al., 2009; Eikenberry and Smith, 2004). So it is hypothesized that
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Figure 5. Hypothesized Model

People with autonomous motivation do not put efforts to maintain their eating
behavior as it is already an integral part of their lives and brings satisfaction and
enjoyment (Ryan et al., 1983). So it is plausible that people with autonomous motivation
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perceive fewer barriers to healthy eating or are more successful in overcoming these
barriers. On the contrary, people with controlled motivation eat fewer vegetables as they
might experience barriers they have difficulties to overcome. So the current study aimed
to test the moderating effect of perceived barriers on two types of motivation and
vegetable intake and it is hypothesized that:

H3: The relationship between motivation and vegetable intake is
moderated by perceived barriers: in particular, perceived barriers weaken the
association between controlled motivation and vegetable intake, while they do
not influence the relationship between autonomous motivation and vegetable
intake.
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CHAPTER 4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
4.1 METHODOLOGY
The study was designed as a cross sectional self-administrated on-line survey.
This method of data collection was chosen because of its several advantages. Online
questionnaire is easily accessible by our target audience. The respondents have skills
and knowledge how to use Internet and fill the online questionnaire.
Online survey is also cost and time efficient (Schmidt, 1997). It saves time on
feedback publishing, distribution and collection processes. Online-survey also
decreases the data entry errors by automated data checking. The researcher has the
immediate access to data that allows tracking the data collection process.
Schmidt (1997) suggests that interactive on-line survey boosts the motivation
of the respondents to answer the questions. The respondents are more engaged if they
receive the scores on their answers at the end. Online survey is convenient for them as
they can choose the time and place when they want to complete it.
However, online survey might have some problems (Schmidt, 1997). First of
all, respondents may omit or incomplete some questions in the questionnaire. The
solution can be found in the design of the survey when a gentle reminder can be
displayed notifying the respondent of missing questions and direct him or her to
backtrack, correct the problem, and resubmit their data (Schmidt, 1997).
Other problems of online surveys can be unacceptable responses and multiple
submissions (Schmidt, 1997). In the current study each respondent has his or her ID.
The duplicates were removed from the further analysis.
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4.2 POPULATION AND SAMPLE

4.2.1 Participants
The Guelph and Ontario Food Panels were used for data collection. The Guelph
Food Panel was used for pre-test study aimed to validate the measures. The Ontario
Food Panel was used for the main study.
The Ontario Food Panel consists of 4,000 randomly selected residents of
Ontario. Members were recruited through random digital dialing by a market research
company. Eligible participants were between 20 to 69 years of age, were responsible for
their household grocery shopping (solely or in part), had access to a computer with an
email address, and spoke English. Stratification of the panel by gender, age and
educational status in order to reflect the demographic profile of Ontario based on 2006
Census of Canada was done during the recruiting process.
The Guelph Food Panel consists of 1,342 randomly selected residents of
Guelph between the age of 20 and 69 years. Members were recruited using stratified
sampling, with the strata including age, gender and educational status. Strata quotas
reflected the demographic profile for these dimensions across the population of the City
of Guelph based on the 2006 Census of Canada.

4.2.2 Sample Size
The sample size in structural equation modeling should be sufficient in order to
maintain power and obtain stable parameters (Schumacher and Lomax, 2010, p.41). In
SEM the test statistics of overall fit should be not significant in order a hypothesized
model should not be rejected (Kim, 2005). However, the insignificant result can be due
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to the lack of power. So structural equation model usually require lager sample sizes
compared to other statistical methods.
In the hypothesized model there are 4 latent variables and 44 observed variables
(20 items from REBS scale, 21 items from Barrier scale and 3 items from vegetable
consumption scale). With desired power level of 0.8 and anticipated effect size of 0.1
the research study requires minimum 387 respondents (Soper, 2013).

4.3 MEASURES

Motivation was measured by the modified Regulation of Eating Behavior Scale
(REBS). REBS scale was adapted to the vegetable eating context.
Regulation of Eating Behavior Scale (Pelletier et al., 2004) consists of 6
subscales representing 6 types of motivation – intrinsic, integrated, identified,
introjected, external, and amotivation. Each subscale consists of 4 items. The example
of the item measuring intrinsic motivational regulation is “It is fun to create meals that
are good for my health”, integrated regulation – “Eating healthy is an integral part of my
life”. The example of the item for controlled regulation is – “Other people close to me
insist that I do”, introjected regulation – “I feel I must absolutely be thin”. Cronbach’s
alphas for subscales ranged from .79 to .91 (Pelletier et al., 2004).
Participants were asked to indicate the extent to which each item corresponded
to their personal motivation for regulating their eating vegetables. They were asked to
choose the appropriate number on a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (Not at all true) to 7
(Very true).
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Perceived Barriers to Eat (More) Vegetables were assessed with the adapted scale
developed by Lappalainen et al. (1998). It consists of 22 barrier statements. In the
Lappalainen et al. (1998) study participants were asked to select the barriers they
perceive as major difficulties to eat healthier. In the current study the barriers were
measured by the 7 point scale: (1) Not a barrier at all …A very important barrier (7). The
option “do not apply” was also included.

Vegetables Consumption was measured by 2 scales. One scale represented
vegetables as food group and consisted of 3 items
•

How many servings of vegetables do you usually eat each day?

•

Looking back the last two days, how many servings of vegetables did you eat
FOR SUPPER?

•

Looking back the last two days, how many servings of vegetables did you eat
PER DAY?
Second scale measuring vegetable intake, included frequency of vegetables

were served in the household during the last two weeks. The vegetables under study
were frozen potatoes sold in bags, frozen mixed vegetables, tomatoes, potatoes,
broccoli /cauliflower, asparagus, Brussels sprouts, and leafy vegetables. The frequency
of vegetables intake was measured by the 7 point scale: “I have never eaten foods
prepared from (vegetable) in my life”, “I did not serve foods prepared from (vegetable) in
last two weeks”, “Once”, “2-3 times”, “4-5 times”, “6-7 times”, “Almost every day”.
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Stages of Change were measured by the algorithm adapted from Chung et al. (2006).
How many servings of vegetables do you usually eat each day?

<3 servings

>=3 servings

Do you intend to start eating 3 and
more servings of vegetables a day?

No

Precontemplation

Yes, in the
next 6
months

Contemplation

Have you been eating 3 and more
servings a day of vegetables more
than 6 months?

Yes, in the
next 30 days

Less than 6
months

Preparation

Action

More than 6
months

Maintenance

Food related behaviors were measured by several scales developed by Crawford et
al. (2007) and included such subscales as shopping, food preparation, meal, and eating
behaviors. Each subscale consisted of 9 items and was measured by a 7 point scale.

Socio-demographic variables were included in the study such as gender, age,
income, and education.
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4.4 METHOD OF DATA ANALYSIS

The purpose of the study was to examine the moderating effect of perceived
barriers on the motivation and vegetable intake relationship. The data was analyzed
using structural equating modeling. “SEM is a collection of statistical techniques that
allow a set of relationships between one or more IVs, either continuous or discrete, and
one or more DVs, either continuous or discrete, to be examined” (Tabachnick and
Fidell, 2007, p. 676). SEM provides comprehensive means for assessing and modifying
the theoretical models (Anderson and Gerbing, 1998). The benefit of SEM is that it can
be applied to the confirmatory and exploratory testing. Thus, SEM is an appropriate
method for data analysis for the current study.
Data analysis was conducted in several steps. First, the measurement models of
3 scales were tested. Second, the structural models for the main effects and moderating
effect were explored.
The second purpose of the study was to develop motivational profiles. For this
purpose a cluster analysis was used. The segmentation was based on motivation and
barrier variables. Then, the clusters were compared in terms of vegetable intake, food
related behaviors, stages of change and socio-demographic characteristics.
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CHAPTER 5. DATA ANALYSIS

Data analysis was performed in several steps. The first step was the assessment
of measurement models and validation of three scales - Regulation of Eating Behavior
Scale for Vegetable Eating Context, Perceived Barriers to (Greater) Vegetable
Consumption Scale, and Vegetable Consumption Scale. Each scale was pre-tested on
the Guelph Food Panel and then validated on the Ontario Food Panel.
The second step of the data analysis was the assessment of the structural
model. At this stage the research hypotheses were tested. And finally the motivational
profiles of vegetable consumers were explored.

5.1 PROCEDURE

The study was conducted in March-April 2013 utilizing the Guelph and Ontario
Food Panels. The participants were invited to fill the survey by email. After completing
the questionnaire they were eligible to enter a draw to win one of four $500 prizes. 3
reminders to participate in the study were sent during the one-month period.
320 respondents from the Guelph Food Panel tool part in the pre-test, and 606
people from the Ontario Food Panel participated in the main study. On average the
questionnaire took about 20 minutes to complete.
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5.2 SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS

One-third of the sample (29.7%) were men and 64% were women, 6% of the
respondents did not identify their gender. The majority of the respondents (74%) were
between 40 and 69 years old (Table 21).
The age group of 50 to 69 was overrepresented in the sample if compared with
the Ontario population, while younger age group of 20 to 39 was underrepresented in
the sample (Table 6). Also women were overrepresented in the sample. This shift of
the sample towards older age and the inclusion of greater number of women than men
was probably due to the specificity of the Food Panel. Women are more interested in
food in general; cooking and serving food are historically considered as female duties in
households. Another reason that may account for this shift was that people of older age
might have more spare time to participate in the survey; they are close to retirement,
and usually they have older children living separately. So, this shift of data should be
considered while generalizing the results of this research study to the whole population.

Table 6. Comparison of the Sample and Ontario Population
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Three-fourth of the respondents were married or living as married and 19% were
separated, widowed, single or divorced (Table 22).

55% of respondents had a

university degree (below bachelor level, Bachelor’s or Master’s degree), 27% college or
trades certificate or diploma (Table 23). More than half of the respondents (55%) were
self-employed or full time employed, 10% were part-time employed, 21% were retired
and 8.1% were unemployed (Table 24).
75% of the respondents were main preparers of food at their households doing
51% and more of cooking (Table 26). Among 430 main preparers participated in the
survey 321 were women and 109 were men (Table 27). In general, 93% of participants
rated their health from excellent to good and 7% rated from fair to poor (Table 28).
However 24% of respondents indicated that they have somebody in the household who
required a special diet (Table 29). 9% of participants practiced some form of
vegetarianism.

5.3 DATA SCREENING

Data analysis was conducted using Mplus version 7 and SPSS version 20
software packages. Before running the analysis, data was screened for missing values
and normality.
The assumption of structural equation modeling is that data is multivariate
normally distributed. This assumption implies that in a set of variables each variable
must be normally distributed in order the whole set is multivariate normal. Following the
guidelines of severe nonnormality (skewness > 3, kurtosis > 10) proposed by Kline
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(2005) the data appeared to be non-normally distributed (Table 31, 34). Also Mardia’s
test was utilized to examine multivariate normality. The test revealed a significant result
indicating non-normal multivariate distribution. The remedy to handle this issue was a
usage of a maximum likelihood parameter (MLM) estimates with standard errors and a
mean-adjusted chi-square test statistics which are robust to non-normality. Mplus
requirements are that MLM estimator can be used only with deleting all cases with
missing values. So missing data was handled with the listwise deletion of cases.

5.4 ASSESSMENT OF MEASUREMENT MODELS

The first phase of data analysis was the validation of three scales – Regulation of
Eating Behavior Scale for Vegetable Eating Context, Perceived Barriers Scale, and
Vegetable Consumption Scale.

5.4.1 Regulation of Eating Behavior Scale (REBS) for Vegetable Eating Context
Scale Validation
Regulation of Eating Behavior Scale developed by Pelletier et al. (2004) was
modified for vegetable eating context for the present study. Items were changed
incorporating vegetable eating context.
The modified scale was pre-tested in February 2013 on the Guelph Food Panel.
Pre-test. A total of 320 questionnaires were completed by participants online. The
first step of data analysis was an exploratory factor analysis aimed to investigate the
underlying structure of the scale. The data was analyzed by means of a principal
component analysis, with varimax rotation. The exploratory factor analysis revealed that
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items of 3 subscales - integrated regulation, external regulation and amotivation loaded on 3 different factors named “integrated”, “external” and “amotivation”. However
3 other subscales, intrinsic, identified, and introjected, were problematic (Table 33).
One item of intrinsic motivation “Eating vegetables brings me satisfaction” (“intr 4”,
Table 33) loaded on “Identified factor”. For the main study this item was changed to
“Preparing meals that include vegetables brings me satisfaction”.
Two items of Introjected regulation “I believe that vegetables help me look good”
(“intro1”, Table 33) and “I believe that vegetables help me maintain weight” (“intro2”,
Table 33) loaded on “Identified” factor. They were changed to “I believe that eating
vegetables prevents me from looking and feeling bad” and “I believe that eating
vegetables prevents me from gaining weight”. Such formulation helped measure the
same construct without changing the meanings of the items. The refined scale with the
changes described above was used for the main study.
5.4.1.1 REBS Measurement Model
In order to test the measurement model, Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was
conducted using Mplus version 7. The model consisted of 6 factors. The model
displayed an acceptable fit, CFI = 0.90, TLI = 0.88, RMSEA = .07, and SRMR = .07.
Chi-square statistics was significant (χ²=798, df = 215), that was due to the large
sample which χ² is sensitive to (Hair et al, 1998).
The results of CFA suggested that 2 items of introjected regulation subscale “I
would feel ashamed of myself if I was not eating vegetables” and “I would feel guilty if I
was not eating vegetables” showed β coefficients lower than 0.707 (0.665 and 0.658
accordingly). Although these two items were theoretically justified, they went below the
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cut-off point demonstrating poor reliability (Carmines and Zeller, 1979). They were
removed and, as a result, the introjected subscale was represented by 3 items.

Table 7. Results of Confirmatory Factor Analysis of REBS for Vegetable Eating
Behavior
Items

Intrin

Intrinsic motivation (α= .90)
It is fun to create meals which include vegetables
I like to find new ways to create meals that include
vegetables
I enjoy fixing meals that include vegetables.
Preparing meals that include vegetables brings me
satisfaction.

Ident

Introj

Extern

Amot

0.755
0.805
0.914
0.833

Identified regulation (α= .90)
I believe the eating vegetables keeps me feeling better
I believe that eating vegetables is important
I personally believe that eating vegetables is good for my
health.
I value the health benefits of eating vegetables
Introjected regulation (α= .77)
I believe that vegetables help me look good.
I believe that eating vegetables prevents me from gaining
weight.
I believe that eating vegetables prevents me from looking
and feeling bad
External regulation (α= .86)
People close to me insist that I eat vegetables.
Other people close to me will be upset if I don’t eat (more)
vegetables
People around me nag me to eat vegetables
People expect me to eat vegetables.
Amotivation (α= .85)
I don’t really know why I should eat vegetables. I truly have
the impression that I’m wasting my time trying to eat
vegetables.
I don’t know why I bother eating vegetables
I can’t really see what I’m getting out of eating vegetables
I don’t know. I can’t see how my efforts to eat vegetables are
helping my health situation

0.736
0.856
0.848
0.904

0.769
0.678
0.730

0.833
0.866
0.714
0.675

0.793

0.869
0.685
0.715

Another issue that was noted in the data, was a high correlation between intrinsic
and integrated (0.706) and integrated and identified (0.756) subscales. For further
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analysis the integrated subscale was dropped as it represented the middle point in the
continuum intrinsic – integrated – identified motivation and its deletion would help to
avoid the correlation between subscales.
The next step was to test the improved model that consisted of five subscales–
intrinsic, identified, introjected, external and amotivation. The results of CFA for the
refined scale are presented in the Table 7. The CFA indicated that improved model fits
data well (CFI= .94, TLI = .92, SRMR = .06).
Reliability. All Cronbach’s αs ranged from 0.77 to 0.90 that was higher 0.707
point (Nunnally, 1994). This fact suggests that all subscales are reliable.
Validity. The convergent validity was estimated by calculating Average Variance
Extracted (AVE) for subscales.
AVE (Intrinsic) = 0.69
AVE (Identified) = 0.70
AVE (Introjected) = 0.53
AVE (External) = 0.52
AVE (Amotivation) = 0.52

Average variance extracted for each construct should be more than 0.50 in order
the variance explained by the construct to be greater than measurement error.
Convergent validity was achieved as AVE for all subscales were greater than 0.50
(Fornell and Larcker, 1981).
Discriminant validity was calculated using the approach proposed by Anderson
and Gerbing (1998). The diagonal is square root of the AVE for each subscale, and
correlations between factors are below diagonal (Table 8). Discriminant validity was
achieved as all correlations were less than square root of AVE statistics.
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Table 8. REBS for Vegetable Eating Context: Correlations between Factors and
Square Root of AVE (diagonal)

Intrinsic
Identified
Introjected
External
Amotivation

Intrinsic
0.829
0.566
0.53
-0.023

Identified

Introjected External

0.838
0.628
-0.05

0.727
0.121

0.720

-0.256

-0.503

-0.197

0.356

Amotivation

0.718

5.4.1.2 REBS Second Order Model

This study aimed to test the relationship between motivation and vegetable
consumption and then to investigate the moderating effect of perceived barriers on this
relationship. In order to test such hypotheses there was a need for higher order factors
representing two types of motivational regulations – autonomous motivation and
controlled motivation.
According to the Self-Determination Theory (Ryan and Deci, 2004), types of
motivation had to be grouped into the higher level constructs – autonomous motivation
factor, controlled motivation factor and amotivation. Autonomous motivation should
include two subscales – intrinsic and integrated types of motivation. Controlled
motivation should consist of three subscales – identified, introjected, and external types.
However, in this study autonomous motivation was equal to intrinsic motivation
because second subscale, integrated motivation, was dropped in the first order factor
analysis due to high correlation with intrinsic and identified motivation subscales.
Controlled motivation was second order factor which comprised 3 subscales - identified,
introjected, and external.
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As a result the proposed model consisted of two first order factors – intrinsic
motivation and amotivaion, and one second order factor – controlled motivation that was
measured by 3 first order factors – identified, introjected, and external. The model fit of
the proposed model was acceptable (CFI = 0.911, TLI = 0.896, RMSEA = 0.072, SRMR
= 0.090). But the results revealed that the loading of external subscale on controlled
motivation was non-significant (β = -0.130, p = 0.217).
The model was modified by removing the external motivation subscale. The
improved model was tested with CFA. The results of the second order CFA for the
improved model are presented in the Figure 6.

Figure 6. Second Order CFA for REBS for Vegetables Eating Context

All estimates are significant at the level of .001.
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The model demonstrated good data fit; CFI = 0.931, TLI = 0.92, RMSEA = 0.069,
SRMR = 0.058. Amotivation factor that is the indicator of the absence of motivation had
negative relationship with both intrinsic (-0.253, p <0.001) and controlled (-0.507, p
<0.001) types of motivation. Intrinsic and controlled types of motivation were correlated
positively (0.64, p <0.001).

5.4.1.3 REBS Second Order Rival Model
When structural equation modeling is used for data analysis, it is a common
practice among researchers to develop at least one alternative model. This will help to
identify the most appropriate model from the alternatives that explains the data (Bollen
and Long, 1993).
The second order rival model proposes to attribute identified subscale to the
autonomous second order factor. This approach was used by Pelletier et al. (2004)
where they included 3 subscales – intrinsic, integrated, and identified - to the
autonomous self-regulation. Integrated subscale was dropped due to high correlation
with intrinsic and identified subscales. So in the rival model second order autonomous
motivation factor consisted of 2 first order factors – intrinsic and identified. Second order
controlled motivation factor was represented by 2 subscales – introjected and external.
Second order CFA analysis identified a warning that covariance matrix is not positive
definite and loadings for the controlled second order factor were not calculated. In order
to improve measurement model, the external motivation, a first order factor, was
excluded from the controlled motivation. The results of the CFA for rival model are
presented in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Second Order Rival Measurement Model of REBS for Vegetable Eating
Context
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All estimates are significant at the level of .001.

The rival model demonstrates good fit; CFI = 0.935, TLI = 0.92, RMSEA =
0.069, SRMR = 0.055. As in the first model the relationship between amotivation and
autonomous motivation, amotivation and introjected motivation were negative
suggesting that they were orthogonal constructs. However this model was problematic
due to a high correlation between autonomous and introjected motivations (0.74) that
did not allow clearly distinct between two types of motivation. Another issue was a low
factor loading of intrinsic motivation on the second order factor of autonomous
motivation (0.64).
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Amo4

.46

5.4.1.4 Comparison of Two REBS Second Order Models
Two models demonstrated almost identical good fit indices.

Table 9. Fit Indices of Two Models
CFI

TLI

RMSEA

SRMR

Model 1

0.931

0.92

0.069

0.058

Model 2

0.935

0.92

0.069

0.055

Even though these two models appeared to be similar with regards to data fit
(Table 9), there was a difference in the way they were specified. In the first model
identified motivation was included into the controlled motivation, while in the second
model identified motivation was under the autonomous motivation.
Self-Determination Theory suggests that identified motivational regulation
represents relative high level of activity internalization, showing a conscious valuing of a
eating (more) vegetables. Probably that’s why Pelletier et al. (2004) treated it as
autonomous motivation in their study. However, identified motivation does not imply
pleasure and satisfaction from eating (more) vegetables as it was expected from
autonomous motivation. So this type of motivation, according to SDT, should be under
controlled motivation. And thus the first model is theoretically justified. So the model 1
was utilized for further analysis and hypotheses testing.
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5.4.2 Perceived Barriers to (Greater) Vegetable Consumption Scale Validation

Items for the Perceived Barriers Scale were developed based on the list of
barriers defined by Lappalainen et al. (1998). The items were modified for vegetable
eating context. As a result 24 items were used for pre-test (Table 35).
Pre-test. Pre-test of the scale was conducted in February 2013 on the Guelph
Food Panel. 320 respondents took part in the study.
At the first step an exploratory factor analysis was conducted using the principal
components method with varimax rotations in order to extract factors representing
barriers to (greater) vegetable consumption. 4 factors were extracted named “Social
and physical”, “Individual”, “Time”, “Knowledge and skills” (Table 36).
The perceived barrier scale was modified. Items that had low coefficients were
removed, for example “Vegetables are more perishable” (β = 0.589, p ≤ 0.001), “While
eating vegetables I feel embarrassed in front of others” (β = 0.603, p ≤ 0.001). Also the
structure of the scale was changed. 8 subscales of perceived barriers were identified –
knowledge and skills, taste, habit, physical barriers, money, time, social support and
availability. Each subscale was represented by 3 items (Table 10).
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Table 10. Perceived Barriers Scale

Knowledge and Skills
My knowledge about different vegetables is limited.
My skills to cook vegetables are limited.
I do not know many recipes to cook vegetables or dishes rich in vegetables
Taste
Vegetables do not satisfy hunger.
Vegetables are unappealing
I do not like taste of vegetables.
Habit
I cannot give up foods that I like in order to eat (more) vegetables
I cannot change my eating habits.
I do not want to change my eating habits
Physical barrier
Vegetables are more awkward to carry home from stores.
My cooking facilities are limited (inadequate stove, microwave etc.)
Vegetables / dishes with vegetables are not available at home.
Money
Vegetables are expensive
I can’t afford to buy (more) vegetables
My budget for vegetables is limited
Time
I do not have time to prepare and eat vegetables
I am too busy to prepare and eat vegetables
Vegetables require lengthy preparation
Social support
I do not have support from my children to eat (more) vegetables
I do not have support from friends/co-workers to eat (more) vegetables
I do not have support from my partner to eat (more) vegetables
Availability
There is no or limited choice of vegetables when I am eating out (at restaurants,
canteens, etc.)
There is no or limited choice of vegetables when I am eating at work
There is no or limited choice of vegetables when I want to buy a snack out of home
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5.4.2.1 Perceived Barrier to (Greater) Vegetable Consumption Scale: Assessment of
Measurement Models

Confirmatory factor analysis was used to assess measurement model of
Perceived Barrier to (Greater) Vegetable Consumption Scale. The model consisted of 8
subscales developed during the pre-test. Each subscale was measured by 3 items. The
model fit indicators were lower than an acceptable level (CFI = 0.891, TLI = 0.865,
SRMR = 0.055, RMSEA = 0.059). The results of CFA indicated that “physical barrier”
subscale was highly correlated with “social support” subscale (0.899), “time” (0.733) and
“money” subscale (0.712). Also “habit” subscale was correlated with “taste” subscale
(0.767), physical (0.743), and “knowledge and skills” subscale (0.722).
Two subscales - “availability” and “social support” - demonstrated low reliability.
Items for “availability” subscales had loadings ranged from 0.51 to 0.69; and loadings of
2 items of “social support” subscale were 0.54 and 0.61, that was lower the cutoff point
of 0.707. The Cronbach’s alphas for subscales were 0.68 and 0.66 respectively. So,
four subscales – social support, availability, physical barriers, and habit - had to be
deleted.
The next step was testing the measurement model of the improved scale that
consisted of 4 remaining subscales – “knowledge and skills”, “taste”, “money”, and
“time”. The model fit indicators suggested that data fit very good. CFI = 0.969, TLI =
0.955, SRMR = 0.032, RMSEA = 0.054.
Reliability. One item of “taste” subscale was lower 0.6 indicating unsatisfactory internal
consistency and reliability (Malhotra & Birks 2007, p.358). Therefore it was removed
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from the subscale. Two more items, one from “Knowledge and Skills” subscale and
another from the “Money” subscale, were lower the 0.707 but higher 0.6 point. However
as all other items in these subscales had loadings above 0.707 these items were
retained (Chin and Newsted, 1999).
The Cronbach’s αs for subscales ranged from .83 to .89 demonstrating good
internal consistency and reliability (Table 11).

Table 11. Results of Confirmatory Factor Analysis of Perceived Barrier to
(Greater) Vegetable Consumption Scale
Items

KS

Knowledge and Skills (KS) (α= .83)
My knowledge about different vegetables is limited.
My skills to cook vegetables are limited
I do not know many recipes to cook vegetables or dishes rich in
vegetables

0.656
0.883
0.813

Taste (TS) (α= .85)
Vegetables are unappealing
I do not like taste of vegetables

TS

MN

TM

0.968
0.735

Money (MN) (α= .84)
Vegetables are expensive
I can’t afford to buy (more) vegetables
My budget for vegetables is limited

0.673
0.86
0.863

Time (TM) (α= .89)
I do not have time to prepare and eat vegetables
I am too busy to prepare and eat vegetables
Vegetables require lengthy preparation

0.85
0.894
0.819

Validity. Convergent validity of the scale was tested by calculating and comparing
Average Variance Extracted (AVE) with 0.5 cutoff point.
AVE (KS) = 0.62
AVE (Taste) = 0.74
AVE (Money) = 0.65
AVE (Time) = 0.73
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So, the convergent validity was achieved.
Discriminant validity was also reached as the square root of the AVE for each
subscale (diagonal) was higher any of the correlations between factors (below diagonal)
(Table 12).

Table 12. Perceived Barriers: Correlations between Factors and Square Root of
AVE (diagonal)
KS
KS
Taste
Money
Time

Taste

Money

Time

0.624
0.606

0.739

0.428

0.355

0.646

0.606

0.556

0.577

0.730

5.4.2.2 Perceived Barriers to (Greater) Vegetable Consumption Scale Second Order
Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Higher-order modeling of perceived barrier construct helps to diminish the
specifics of particular barriers. The model proposes the second order “barrier” factor
that was measured by 4 first order specific factors.
Second order factor analysis result indicated that the model fit data well
(CFI=0.962, TLI = 0.948, RMSEA = 0.059, SRMR = 0.045). The results are presented in
the Figure 8 below.
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Figure 8. Second Order CFA for Perceived Barriers Scale
BAR
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.33
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.63

KSin
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Money

Taste
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.04

MN1

TS2

.55

.48

Time

MN2

MN3

TM1

TM2

TM3

.25

.26

.28

.20

.34

5.4.3 Vegetable Consumption Scales
The dependent variable of the study was vegetable consumption and was
represented by 2 scales. The first scale measured vegetable consumption as a food
group and was represented by 3 questions:
1. How many servings of vegetables do you usually eat each day?
2. Looking back the last two days, how many servings of vegetables did you
eat FOR SUPPER?
3. Looking back the last two days, how many servings of vegetables did you
eat PER DAY?
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Second scale measuring vegetable intake was represented by frequency of
serving particular vegetables in the households.

5.4.3.1 Vegetables as a Food Group Consumption Scale
Confirmatory factor analysis results indicated a perfect fit of the data (CFI = 1,
TLI = 1, SRMR = 0.00, RMSEA = 0.00).

Table 13. Factor Loadings for Vegetable Consumption Scale
Item
Servings of vegetables per day
Servings of vegetables per supper last 2 days
Servings of vegetables per day last 2 days

β
0.738
0.582
0.895

The loading of one item “Servings of vegetables per supper last 2 days” was low,
however it was remained to keep the model identified (Table13). The Cronbach’s α of
the scale is 0.78 that is identified an achieved reliability.

5.4.3.2 Different Groups of Vegetables
Second scale measuring vegetable consumption was presented by a frequency
of servings of particular vegetables in the household. The vegetables under study were
frozen potatoes sold in bags, frozen mixed vegetables, tomatoes, potatoes, broccoli
/cauliflower, asparagus, Brussels sprouts, leafy vegetables. The exploratory factor
analysis revealed 3 factors or groups of vegetables – “vegetables that need preparation”
factor, “fresh vegetables” factor and “frozen vegetables” factor (Table 13). Canned
tomato frequency consumption loaded onto two factors and it was excluded from further
analysis.
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Table 14. Confirmatory Factor Analysis Results for Different Vegetables
Consumption Scale

Component
Need

Fresh

Frozen

Preparation

Vegetables

vegetables

Vegetables
Canned tomatoes

.541

-.406

Frozen potatoes

.763

Frozen mixed vegetables

.706

Tomatoes

.785

Potatoes

.475

Broccoli

.543

Asparagus

.570

Brussels sprouts

.573

Leafy vegetables

.702

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 5 iterations.

Next the consumption coefficient for each group of vegetables was calculated, by
taking the average of the means for each group. As a result for each respondent there
were three parameters – the consumption of frozen, fresh vegetables and vegetables
that need preparation scores.
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5.4.4 Correlation matrix
Table 39 in Appendix represents correlation matrix of items for four scales: 5
items from REBS for Vegetable Eating Context (intrinsic motivation, identified
motivation, introjected motivation, external motivation, and amotivation), 4 items from
Perceived Barriers to (Greater) Vegetable Consumption scale (knowledge and skills
barrier, taste, money, time barriers), Vegetable Consumption item, and 3 items of the
Different Vegetable Consumption Scale (vegetables that need preparation, fresh
vegetables, and frozen vegetables). The correlation between items of REBS for
Vegetable Eating Context Scale, as well between items of Perceived Barriers to
(Greater) Vegetable Consumption scale was not reported as they were investigated and
discussed earlier in this chapter. For this correlation matrix the composite scores were
calculated for all items.
Three types of motivation, intrinsic, identified, and introjected, were negatively
correlated with all four types of barriers indicating that they are orthogonal constructs.
But external motivation and amotivation were correlated significantly positively with
perceived barrier items.

Amotivation as well as three barriers “time”, “taste” and

“knowledge and skills” had negative correlation with vegetable intake, while intrinsic,
identified, and introjected motivation had positive effect on vegetable intake. External
motivation and money barrier were not significant for vegetable consumption. The same
pattern was found for intake of two groups of vegetables – vegetables that need
preparation and fresh vegetables. However, it was opposite for frozen vegetables;
intrinsic motivation correlated negatively and all four barriers positively with frozen
vegetables intake. This result is interesting suggesting that frozen vegetables are “in
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opposition” to vegetables as a food group and supporting the idea that this group should
be studies separately as psychological mechanisms work differently.

To conclude, at this stage of data analysis four scales were validated and their
measurement models were assessed.
1. Regulation for Eating Behavior Scale for Vegetable Eating Context consists
of 4 subscales – intrinsic, identified, introjected and amotivation. Cronbach’s
αs ranged from 0.77 to 0.90, convergent and discriminant validity were
confirmed. Two second order models were assessed. The model that
consisted of one second order factor of controlled motivation and two first
order factors of intrinsic motivation and amotivation appeared to have better
internal consistency and was used for further analysis.
2.

Perceived Barrier to (Greater) Vegetable Consumption Scale consists of 4
subscales – “knowledge and skills”, “taste”, “money”, and “time” barriers.
Cronbach’s αs ranged from 0.83 to 0.89, convergent and discriminant validity
was confirmed. Second order CFA demonstrated good fit of data.

3. Vegetable consumption scale: Cronbach’s α of the scale is 0.78.
4. Different Vegetables Consumption Scale has three subscales – “fresh
vegetables”, “vegetables that need preparation”, and “frozen” vegetables.
The composite scores for each subscale were calculated to be utilized for
further analysis.
The next step of data analysis was the assessment of structural models that
is presented in the next chapter.
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5.5 STRUCTURAL MODEL TESTING

The second step of data analysis was the assessment of structural models that,
in turn, was conducted in two steps. First, the main effect of motivation and perceived
barriers on vegetable consumption was tested. In the second step, the moderation
effect of perceived barriers on the relationship between two types of motivation and
vegetable consumption was assessed.

5.5.1 Main Effect Test
In this part of data analysis the main effect of two types of motivation and
perceived barriers on vegetable intake was investigated.

Figure 9. Relationships between Autonomous and Controlled Motivation and
Vegetable Consumption (Vegetable as a Food Group)

Autonomous
Motivation
Vegetable
Intake

Controlled
Motivation

Standardized paths; *** p<0.001
The model that included two types of motivation and vegetable consumption
variables demonstrated good fit of data (CFI=0.95, TLI=0.938, RMSEA = 0.068, SRMR
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= 0.052). Only controlled motivation was found to be a significant predictor of (greater)
vegetable consumption (β = 0.389, p < 0.001), while autonomous motivation was
insignificant (β = 0.131, p = 0.115). The R square of latent variable of vegetable
consumption was 0.240 (p < 0.001).
In the next model perceived barriers were added as predictor of vegetable
consumption (Figure 10). Controlled motivation and perceived barriers were constructed
as second order factors validated earlier in this section. The hypothesized model fits the
data well, CFI=0.944, TLI=0.936, RMSEA = 0.050, SRMR = 0.058.

Figure 10. Relationships between Motivation, Perceived Barriers and Vegetable
Consumption (Vegetable as a Food Group)

Perceived
Barriers

Controlled
Motivation
Vegetable
Intake

Autonomous
Motivation

Standardized paths; *** p<0.001
The path between controlled motivation and vegetable intake was positive and
significant (β = 0.371, p < 0.001) suggesting that higher controlled motivation was
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associated with higher vegetables intake. The path between autonomous motivation
and vegetable intake was not significant (β = - 0.014, p= 0.853). As in the previous
model, the results indicated that controlled motivation was associated with higher
vegetable consumption while autonomous motivation was not.
The relationship between autonomous motivation and vegetable consumption
need more exploration. Wu and Zumbo (2008) suggested that one of the reasons why
the overall effect might be non-significant due to a hidden moderation effect. This
hypothesis of moderating effect of perceived barriers on autonomous motivation was
tested later. Another explanation why the overall effect was not significant is because
this effect might be true only for a small group of the sample but not for the rest of
population.
In order to explore the gender factor, the model was tested only for women,
however the relationship between autonomous and vegetable consumption for women
was also non-significant (β= -0.010, p=0.903, sample size = 349, CFI = 0.934. TLI =
0.925, SRMR = 0.06, RMSEA = 0.055). It was not possible to test the model for men as
there were not enough observations.
This study was also aimed to investigate the relationship between perceived
barriers and vegetables consumption. In the model, the path between perceived barriers
and vegetable intake, was significant and negative (β = - 0.352, p < 0.001) suggesting
that higher perceived barriers were associated with fewer vegetable consumption.
The R-square for the vegetable consumption variable in the model with both
motivation and perceived barriers (Figure 10) was 0.350 (p < 0.001), while it was 0.240
(p < 0.001) in the model where perceived barriers were not included (Figure 9).
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Perceived barriers explained an additional 11% in the variance of the vegetable
consumption score.
Looking into the association of specific types of motivation and vegetable
consumption it was found that identified motivation (β = 0.274, p < 0.001) and
introjected motivation (β = 0.121, p < 0.05) were significant predictors of vegetables
consumption (Table 15). People eat vegetables because they think vegetables are
important for their health, they also believe that vegetables prevent them from gaining
weight or looking bad.
Table 15. Association between Specific Types of motivation and Perceived
Barriers and Vegetable Consumption

Factor

β

p

Intrinsic motivation

0.068

0.227

Identified motivation

0.274

0.001

Introjected motivation

0.121

0.045

Knowledge and skills barrier

-0.289

0.000

Taste barrier

-0.020

0.738

Money barrier

0.051

0.437

Time barrier

-0.127

0.054

CFI = 0.950, TLI = 0.940, SRMR = 0.048, RMSEA = 0.049

Among all perceived barriers “knowledge and skills” barrier was found to be a
significant predictor (β = -0.289, p < 0.001). Also time barrier had a marginal
significance (β = -0.127, p= 0.054). This result suggested that main barriers that people
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encountered were lack of knowledge about different vegetables and lack of cooking
skills. People did not have time to prepare and eat vegetables.
Vegetables as a food group are diverse and can be divided in turn in several
subgroups. In the second model the dependent variable of vegetable consumption was
represented by three groups of vegetables – frozen vegetables (frozen potatoes, frozen
mixed vegetables), vegetables that need preparation (potatoes, asparagus, Brussels
sprouts, and broccoli), and fresh vegetables (tomatoes and leafy vegetables).

Figure 11. Relationships between Motivation, Perceived Barriers and Different
Group Vegetable Consumption

Frozen
Vegetable
Intake

Perceived
Barriers

Controlled
Motivation

Fresh
Vegetable
Intake

Autonomous
Motivation

Need
Preparation
Vegetable
Intake

Standardized paths; *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001
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The hypothesized model fits the data well, CFI=0.941, TLI=0.931, RMSEA =
0.050, SRMR = 0.056. Autonomous motivation was significantly positively associated
only with intake of “vegetables that need preparation” (β=0.142; p<0.001), while
controlled motivation was significantly positively associated with fresh vegetables intake
(β=0.224; p<0.001). Interesting results were obtained for frozen vegetables suggesting
positive association of this group with perceived barriers (β=0.256; p<0.001).

5.5.2 Test of the Moderation Effect

A moderator is a third variable that modifies the strength or direction of a causal
relationship (Baron and Kenny, 1986). In order to test the moderation effect, a new
variable was created which was a product of the variable, that was moderating, –
perceived barriers in the present study – and, what was moderated, –

2 types of

motivation. Two new variables were created - “perceived barriers X autonomous
motivation” and “perceived barriers X controlled motivation”.

Then these two new

variables were entered in the equation after the linear main effect of predictor variables
on the dependent variable.
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Figure 12. Moderating Effect of Perceived Barriers on Relationship between
Motivation and Vegetable Intake

Controlled
Motivation

Perceived
Barriers

Vegetable
Intake

Autonomous
Motivation

Unstandardized paths, *** p<0.001, * p < .05.

The results indicated that main effects for two types of motivation and perceived
barriers on vegetables intake were similar as in the previous model without moderation
effect (Figure 10). Controlled motivation was associated positively (β=0.733; p<0.001)
and perceived barriers negatively (β= - 0.45; p<0.001) with vegetables intake. The path
between autonomous motivation and vegetable intake was non-significant (β= - 0.033;
p=0.681).
The results indicated a positive significant moderating effect of perceived
barriers on relationship between autonomous motivation and vegetable intake (β=
0.145; p=0.036). The moderation effect was found to be positive suggesting that
perceived barriers strengthen the relationship of autonomous motivation and vegetable
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consumption. The moderating effect of barriers on controlled motivation was found to be
negative and approaching significance (β= - 0.275; p=0.056). However, the moderating
effect of barriers for controlled motivation has a marginal significance, it is worth to be
explored further in details. The negative moderating coefficient indicated that perceived
barriers weakened the relationship between controlled motivation and vegetables
consumption.
The moderation effect was explored further in details. The moderating model can
be written as
D= b0 + b1L + b2F + b3LXF (Whisman and McClelland, 2005).
In the application to the current study the formula is
Vegetable consumption (VC) = b1*barriers+ b2*motivation+ b3*barriers X

(1)

motivation, where
VC (for autonomous motivation) = - 0.450*barriers - 0.033* autonomous motivation +
0.145 * barriers X autonomous motivation,

(2)

VC (for controlled motivation) = - 0.450*barriers + 0.733* controlled motivation - 0.275 *
barriers X controlled motivation.

(3)

If the formulas (1), (2) and (3) were rearranged then
VC = b1*barriers + (b2 + b3*barriers) * motivation, where

(4)

VC (for autonomous motivation) = - 0.450 * barriers + (-0.033 + 0.145 * barriers)*
autonomous motivation,

(5)

VC (for controlled motivation) = - 0.450 * barriers + (0.733 - 0.275 * barriers)* controlled
motivation.

(6)
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Formulas 5 and 6 suggested that vegetable consumption and motivation
depended on the levels of perceived barriers. One more approach that is suggested by
Cohen et al. (2003) is to plot the moderation as an interaction where to choose groups
at low, mean and high levels of the continuous variable. In the current study both
perceived barriers and two types of motivation were measured by a 7-point scale, so
low level was assigned to 1, medium level - to 4, and high level - to 7. Then these
scores for low, medium and high levels were inputted in the equation (2) and (3). At
Figure 13 autonomous and controlled motivation were plotted at the mean for low,
medium and high levels of perceived barriers. The dependent variable was a vegetable
consumption score that was measured by three questions (Table 13). “0” number in
vegetable consumption score was a sample mean; negative score identified the
consumption below the mean.

Figure 13. Motivation and Perceived Barriers Interaction
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The highest vegetable consumption score was identified for controlled motivation
and low level of perceived barriers, but when the barriers increase the vegetable
consumption decreases. The slope is steep and negative. The opposite pattern was
found for autonomous motivation. Perceived barriers strengthen the relationship
between autonomous motivation and vegetable consumption. The slope is gradual and
positive.
The interaction of two types of motivation and perceived barriers on the Figure 13
was calculated for the mean of autonomous and controlled motivation (that was 4). But
it did not demonstrate the relationship between perceived barriers and different levels of
motivation.
The interaction patterns for each type of motivation were explored further for
different levels of motivations. The scores for low (1), medium (4) and high (7) levels of
barriers were input in the equation (5). For autonomous motivation the predicted lines
were
VC = - 0.450 + 0.112 * autonomous motivation, for low level of barriers,

(7)

VC = - 1.8 + 0.547 * autonomous motivation, for medium level of barriers,

(8)

VC = - 3.15 + 0.982 * autonomous motivation, for high level of barriers.

(9)

Then vegetable consumption score was calculated for different combinations of
low, medium and high levels of autonomous motivation and perceived barriers (Figure
14). Vegetable consumption score was the same as in Figure 13; it was measured by
three questions.
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Figure 14. Simple Relationship between Vegetable Consumption and
Autonomous Motivation at Different Levels of Perceived Barriers

When perceived barriers are low, the slope relating motivation to vegetable
consumption is relatively flat. However, when the perceived barriers are the highest, the
slope became steep. So, when the barriers are becoming higher the strength of the
relationship between motivation and vegetable consumption increases as well. The
moderator coefficient of 0.145 for autonomous motivation, that means that for each unit
increase in barriers, the slope relating motivation to vegetable consumption increases
by 0.145.
The same approach was applied to the analysis of the relationship between
controlled motivation and vegetable consumption for different levels of perceived
barriers. So, vegetable consumption for controlled motivation is
VC = - 0.450 + 0.458 * motivation, for low level of barriers,

(10)

VC = - 1.8 – 0.367 * motivation, for medium level of barriers,

(11)
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VC = - 3.15 – 1.192 * motivation, for high level of barriers.

(12)

Figure 15. Simple Relationship between Vegetable Consumption and Controlled
Motivation at Different Levels of Perceived Barriers

The Figure 15 demonstrates that the relationships between controlled motivation
and vegetable consumption differ depending on the level of perceived barriers. Even the
direction of the relationships differs; being positive when the level of perceived barriers
is low, and negative for medium and high levels of perceived barriers. People with
controlled motivation and low level of perceived barriers behave similar to people with
autonomous motivation - perceived barriers increase the relationship between
motivation and vegetable consumption. However, medium and high levels of perceived
barriers decrease the relationships between controlled motivation and vegetable
consumption. The different directions of influence of barriers on the relationship
between controlled motivation and vegetable consumption were reflected in non-
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significant, but approaching significance moderator coefficient for controlled motivation
(β = -0.275, p= 0.056).

5.6 MODEL WITH COMPOSITE SCORES

In the previous chapter the main effect and moderating effect were analyzed and
described using structural equation modeling (SEM). The alternative way to SEM is the
approach that utilizes composite scores instead of latent variables. The composite score
approach was widely used by researchers; and in order to compare the results, the
current study should use similar approach. Therefore, the results of the data analysis
with composite scores are presented in this part of data analysis.
The composite scores for all variables were calculated as averages of means.
The composition of autonomous and controlled motivations was similar to the SEM
model; autonomous motivation score included intrinsic motivation, controlled motivation
consisted of two types, identified and introjected motivations. The interaction variables
were created by multiplication of centered variables. The result of linear regression
revealed that 18% of all variance in vegetable intake was explained by motivation and
perceived barriers.
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Table 16. Linear Regression of Motivation and Perceived Barriers on Vegetable
Consumption: Main Effect and Interaction Effect

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients

Standardized

t

Sig.

7.058

.000

Coefficients
B

Std. Error

Beta

(Constant)

2.578

.365

Autonomous motivation

.133

.047

.133

2.819

.005

Controlled motivation

.269

.061

.195

4.399

.000

Barrier

-.278

.064

-.192

-4.374

.000

Autonomous × Barriers

.096

.045

.100

2.138

.033

Controlled × Barriers

-.124

.060

-.092

-2.077

.038

a. Dependent Variable: vegetable consumption

In the model with composite scores both autonomous (β = 0.133, p= 0.005) and
controlled (β = 0.269, p < 0.001) motivation were predictors of vegetable consumption.
Perceived barriers had negative significant association with vegetable intake (β =-0.278,
p < 0.001). The moderating effect of perceived barriers was significant for both types of
motivation. Similar to the SEM model the moderating effect of perceived barriers was
positive for autonomous motivation (β = 0.0.96, p = 0.033) and negative for controlled
motivation (β = -0.124, p = 0.038).

5.7 MULTICOLLINEARITY
Multicollinearity occurs when latent exogenous constructs are highly correlated.
Multicollinearity could potentially influence the outcome causing confusing or misleading
results (Type II error, for example) that might pose problems in theory testing (Grewal et
al. 2004). In the current study the correlation between independent variables were of
moderate level; the correlation between autonomous motivation and controlled
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motivation was 0.69 (p < 0.001), and correlation between perceived barriers and
autonomous motivation was -0.51 (p < 0.001) (Figure 10). Also the non-significant
result of the association between autonomous motivation and vegetable consumption
might potentially be explained by multicollinearity. So, a detailed exploration of the data
on the multicollinearity issue was performed.
First step was the examination of the correlation matrix of variables (Table 39). In
particular, the correlations between types of motivation and specific barriers were
explored. High correlations occur when r is close to 1 or -1. The correlation coefficients
between variables in the study ranged from -0.360 (p < 0.001) to 0.315 (p < 0.001) that
does not indicate multicollinearity issue at this level.
The second step to test the data for multicollinearity was the application of the
discriminant validity approach. Grewal et al. (2004) recommends using Fornell and
Larcker (1981) method to test multicollinearity in SEM. The main idea is that if
constructs are highly correlated they lack of discriminant validity. Fornell and Larcker
approach involves the comparison of squared correlation between two constructs to the
average variance extracted statistics. The results of the test are in the Table 17.
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Table 17. Squared Correlations between Factors and Average Variance Extracted
(diagonal)
Perceived
barriers

Autonomous
motivation

Perceived barriers

0.51

Autonomous motivation

0.26

0.70

Controlled motivation

0.15

0.47

Controlled
motivation

0.62

Comparing the average variance extracted statistics (diagonal) with squared
correlations between factors it can be concluded that the discriminant validity was
achieved; the constructs were more closely related to their own indicators than to other
constructs.
The third step was to test multicollinearity with variance inflation factor (VIF)
statistics. The cut-off point of VIF is 10, indicating multicollinearity issue. The VIF
statistics for factors and interaction variables did not exceed 2 (Table 18), indicating that
model did not display multicollinearity.

Table 18. Collinearity Statistics
Factors
Autonomous motivation
Controlled motivation
Barrier
Autonomous × Barriers
Controlled × Barriers

Tolerance

VIF

.634
.718
.729
.639
.722

1.577
1.393
1.372
1.565
1.384
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To conclude, the model does not display multicollinearity issues based on the
several tests. However, it should be admitted that operationalization of some factors
could be problematic. Concern might be expressed for two subscales – “intrinsic”
motivation and “knowledge and skills” barrier. Items for “intrinsic” motivation emphasize
fun and enjoyment related to preparing / fixing meals with vegetables, which might be
close to the way how the “knowledge and skills” barrier scale was operationalized. This
barrier subscale also aims to measure lack of cooking skills and knowledge about
dishes that include vegetables.

5.8 MOTIVATIONAL PROFILES

The next phase of data analysis was the investigation of motivational profiles of
vegetable consumers. This part of the study was explorative by nature. The aim was a)
to identify the motivational profiles of vegetable consumers based on their scores of
motivation and perceived barriers, b) to investigate how these identified groups of
consumers differed in terms vegetable consumption, food behaviors and stages of
change. The data was analyzed using SPSS version 20 software.
First, the data was checked for outliers. As a result, 66 outliers were identified
and deleted. 540 cases participated in data analysis.
The cluster analysis by k-means was used through setting of 2 to 5 clusters. The
results revealed that 4 clusters were a reasonable summary of the profiles. The
identified four profiles were – “Intrinsic” profile, that had the highest scores in intrinsic
motivation; “Identified / Low barrier” cluster, that was high in identified motivation and
low in perceived barriers; “Identified / High barrier” profile, that had high scores in
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identified motivation and perceived barriers; and “Amotivated” cluster, that was high in
amotivation, low in other types of motivation and high in perceived barriers. Below there
is a detailed description of these four motivational profiles.
The first cluster, “Intrinsic” (205 participants, 38%) showed the highest intrinsic
motivation score among all clusters, so people in this group enjoyed eating and cooking
vegetables the most, if compared with other groups. This cluster was also characterized
by the lowest scores for amotivation (1.04) (Figure 16) and for all four barriers
(knowledge and skills barrier – 1.41, taste barrier – 1.11, money barrier – 1.47, time
barrier – 1.3) (Figure 17). By socio-demographic characteristics this profile had the
highest percentage of women (82%) among all clusters, and the highest level of
education (58% of respondents have bachelor’s or master’s degree) (Table 19).

Figure 16. Clusters by Types of Motivation
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The second profile (169 participants, 31%), “Identified / Low barrier” had high
scores in identified motivation (6.1) and low scores in all four types of perceived
barriers. It consisted of people of older age; 59% or respondents were between 50 and
69 years old. It had the highest percent of self-employed (16%) and retired people
(27%).

Figure 17. Motivational Profiles and Perceived Barriers
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The third profile (70 participants, 13%), “Identified / High barrier”, was
characterized by a high level of identified motivation (6.3). The intrinsic motivation was
at the lowest level among all four clusters (4.5). This profile demonstrated the higher
level than second cluster for all perceived barriers. The “knowledge and skills” barrier
was indicated at the highest level among all for clusters (4.1). By socio-demographic
characteristics this profile was similar to the “Identified / Low barrier” profile but had
lower level of education; one third of people in this cluster have college certificate or
diploma.
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Table 19. Socio –Demographic Characteristics of Motivational Profiles
Intrinsic

Identified /
Low
barrier

Identified /
High
barrier

Amotivated

20-29

2.1%

1.4%

2.5%

8.5%

30-39
40-49
50-59

15.2%

4.3%

7.6%

14.9%

24.6%

20.3%

22.2%

30.9%

31.4%

43.5%

27.8%

33.0%

60-69

22.0%

26.1%

31.0%

11.7%

Men

17.8%

29.0%

38.0%

40.4%

Women

82.2%

71.0%

62.0%

59.6%

Married or living as married

85.3%

81.2%

75.8%

75.5%

Divorced
Widowed
Single
Separated

4.7%

7.2%

8.3%

4.3%

3.1%

1.4%

5.7%

4.3%

6.3%

7.2%

8.9%

12.8%

.5%

2.9%

1.3%

3.2%

Secondary or high school graduation
certificate
Trades certificate or diploma
Other certificate or diploma obtained at
community college, college of applied arts
or technology
University certificate or diploma BELOW
bachelor level
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree or doctorate

12.2%

10.1%

14.5%

12.8%

Age

Gender

Marital status

Education

2.1%

3.8%

5.8%

3.2%

20.1%

24.1%

33.3%

28.7%

7.4%

8.9%

5.8%

5.3%

39.7%

35.4%

26.1%

37.2%

18.5%

17.7%

14.5%

12.8%

13.6%

15.8%

7.2%

9.6%

44.5%

40.5%

49.3%

57.4%

9.4%

9.5%

5.8%

16.0%

Voluntarily unemployed outside of home

9.4%

5.7%

8.7%

5.3%

Involuntarily unemployed outside of home

1.0%

1.9%

1.4%

2.1%

Retired

22.0%

26.6%

27.5%

9.6%

Employment status
Self-employed
Employed full-time
Employed part-time
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Intrinsic

Identified /
Low
barrier

Identified /
High
barrier

Amotivated

1.6%

2.5%

4.4%

5.3%

8.5%

6.4%

5.9%

4.3%

11.6%

16.6%

14.7%

13.8%

14.8%

13.4%

11.8%

16.0%

Income
Less than $20,000
$20,000 - $39,999
$40,000 - $59,999
$60,000 - $79,999
$80,000 - $99,999
$100,000+

13.8%

9.6%

7.4%

23.4%

31.2%

27.4%

29.4%

24.5%

The fourth cluster (96 participants, 18%) was called “Amotivated” as it
demonstrated the highest amotivation level (1.7) among all four clusters. This cluster
also had the highest level of three barriers – taste (2.9), money (3.3) and time (4.2), and
a high level for “knowledge and skills” barrier (3.4). This cluster had the highest percent
of men (40%) and single people (12%) if compared with other clusters. It also had the
highest percentage of people employed full and part time: 73% in “Amotivated” cluster
compared to 50-55% in other three clusters. Socio-demographic characteristics help
explain the highest level of time and money barriers for this cluster as respondents have
to split their time between work and other responsibilities.

5.8.1 Motivational Profiles and Vegetable Consumption
A one-way ANOVA was conducted with cluster membership as independent
variable and vegetable consumption as dependent variable, F (3, 536) = 13.12; p< .001.
The same way separate ANOVA analysis was conducted for 3 groups of vegetables as
dependent variables: “vegetables that need preparation” group, F (3, 527) = 6.68; p<
.001; for fresh vegetables, F (3, 528) = 6.74; p< .001; and for frozen vegetables, F (3,
528) = 6.13; p< .001.
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High vegetable consumption as a food group, high intake of “vegetables that
need preparation” group and fresh vegetables were associated with “Intrinsic”
motivational profile. The lowest vegetable intake was identified at “Amotivated” and
“Identified / High barrier” profiles. Interesting results were that for specific groups of
vegetables – “need preparation” and fresh vegetables - “Identified / High barrier” profile
demonstrated slightly worse results than “Amotivated” profile.
The opposite results were obtained for frozen vegetables; the highest intake was
found for “Amotivated” profile, and the lowest level of frozen vegetables consumption –
for “Intrinsic” and “Identified / Low barrier” profiles (Figure 18).

Figure 18. Motivational Profiles and Vegetable Consumption
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amotivated

frozen vegetables

5.8.2 Motivational Profiles and Stages of Change
Stages of change demonstrate intentions or readiness of people to change their
behavior. There are 5 stages – precontemplation, contemplation, preparation, action
and maintenance. The most desired is the maintenance stage where people eat 3 and
more servings of vegetables for more than 6 months. 357 respondents (66%) from the
sample identified themselves in the maintenance stage. Almost half (48%) out of this
amount were from “Intrinsic” cluster and 30% - from “Identified / Low barrier” cluster.

Figure 19. Stages of Change by Motivational Profiles
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People in the action stage eat 3 and more servings of vegetables for less than 6
months. Only 16 people identified themselves in the action stage. And it consisted
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mostly of people from “Identified / High barrier” (38%) and “Intrinsic” (25%) clusters.
Both maintenance and action stages were low in number of people from amotivation
cluster (11% and 13%).
Contemplation and preparation stages identify people who only intend to start
eating 3 and more servings of vegetables. Contemplators intend to change their
behavior in the next 6 month, while people in the preparation stage – in the next 30
days. Contemplation and preparation stages had a high presence of people from
“Amotivated” cluster (39%) and lower number from “Intrinsic”, “Identified / High barrier”,
and “Identified / Low barrier” clusters.
People in the Precontemplation stage eat less than 3 servings of vegetables and
do not intend to start eating more vegetables. There were 67 people in this stage. 49%
of them were from the “Identified / Low barrier” cluster and 23% from “Amotivated”.
The analysis of the distribution of clusters among stages of change indicated that
people with intrinsic motivation were more likely to achieve the desired maintenance
stage of vegetables consumption. While the lack of motivation and higher perceived
barriers left people at preceding stages.

5.8.3 Motivational Profiles and Food Related Behaviors

Each motivational profile identified its own shopping, eating and meal preparation
behaviors. “Intrinsic” profile demonstrated the highest results related to enjoyment in all
types of food behaviors – people in this cluster more often than others enjoyed food
shopping (5.3), eating evening meals (6.3), and cooking (5.86) (Table 20). Meals are
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important for their households; they are usually gathering around the table during dinner
time.
“Identified / Low barrier” profile demonstrated high scores on the same items
indicating enjoyment as “Intrinsic” profile does, however the scores were lower. Even
less frequent experience of enjoyment is indicated for the third, “Identified / High barrier”
cluster. Interesting results were obtained for this cluster in various “planning activities”.
People from “Identified / High barrier” cluster more often than that people from
“Identified / Low barrier” cluster plan meals for the week, plan in the morning what they
will eat for dinner, plan the day before what they will eat for lunch. Probably planning
shopping and food preparation help people in their everyday routine to cope with time
and money barriers.
Table 20. Motivational Profiles and Food Related Behaviors
Shopping Behaviors

Intrinsic

Identified Identified
/ Low
/ High
barrier
barrier
means

Amotivated

I do food shopping whenever I can fit it into my routine

4.5

4.1

3.9

4.8

I plan meals for the week before I go shopping

3.84

3.19

3.23

3.13

I write a shopping list to take with me when I shop for food

5.47

5.06

4.86

4.63

I am easily tempted to buy things not on my shopping list

3.80

3.57

3.97

4.41

I do food shopping by myself

5.17

4.92

4.94

5.03

I find food shopping a real chore

2.67

2.77

2.96

3.79

I enjoy food shopping

5.30

4.86

4.60

4.34

I do my food shopping over the Internet

1.20

1.03

1.07

1.09

I do shopping with my children

2.00

1.92

1.59

2.03
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Eating Behaviors

Intrinsic

Identified
/ Low
barrier

Identified
/ High
barrier

Amotivated

means
Meals are an important part of the day for me/my household

6.17

5.67

5.21

5.04

My family/household eat dinner together

5.77

5.47

5.00

4.84

I eat dinner at the dinner table in my house

5.58

5.21

4.88

4.86

I eat dinner while watching television

2.93

3.31

3.58

3.45

I eat snacks while watching television

3.53

3.54

3.97

4.20

I eat on the run

2.54

2.38

2.50

3.16

I eat meals while working or studying

2.48

2.55

2.56

3.14

I eat snacks while working or studying

2.92

2.77

3.34

3.53

I enjoy the evening meal

6.30

6.00

5.69

5.46

Food Preparation Behaviors

Intrinsic

Identified
/ Low
barrier

Identified
/ High
barrier

Amotivated

means
I know or plan in the morning what I will eat for dinner that night

5.02

4.36

4.57

3.97

I know or plan the day or night before what I will eat for lunch the next
day

4.45

3.70

4.04

3.51

I enjoy cooking

5.86

5.23

4.53

4.46

I like trying new recipes and cooking new things

5.73

5.07

4.09

4.59

I spend less than 15 minutes preparing dinner

3.01

2.96

3.23

3.52

I tend to cook the same meals a lot of the time

3.84

3.89

4.60

4.60

I find cooking a real chore

2.32

2.58

3.36

3.51

I decide on the night what I will eat for dinner that night

3.25

3.34

3.32

3.73

I prepare or cook dishes ahead of time to eat through the week

3.32

2.92

3.07

2.98
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Meal Behaviors

Intrinsic

Identified
/ Low
barrier

Identified
/ High
barrier

Amotivated

means
I eat meals inside fast-food restaurants

1.77

1.96

2.02

2.27

I eat meals from fast-food restaurants as takeaway at
home/work/study

1.77

1.88

2.04

2.60

I eat takeaway food from non-fast-food restaurants/cafes eaten at
home/work/study
I eat takeaway food from non-fast-food restaurants/cafes eaten
inside the restaurant

1.89

1.94

1.84

2.19

1.96

1.87

1.76

2.05

I eat food from cafeterias/canteens at workplace/place of study

1.32

1.53

1.54

1.95

I eat complete meals bought from the freezer section

1.48

1.63

1.77

1.95

I eat a packed lunch taken from home to work/place of study

4.19

3.72

3.90

4.20

I eat snacks from vending machines

1.18

1.22

1.27

1.54

1 – never, 2 – rarely (in less than 10% of cases), 3 – occasionally (in about 30% of cases), 4 – sometimes (in about
50% of cases), 5- frequently (in about 70% of cases), 6 – usually (in about 90% of cases), 7 – always

People in “Amotivated” cluster reported that they often find food shopping and
cooking a real chore. They more often than other people eat in the fast food restaurants
or take-away food. In most cases they demonstrated the opposite to the “Intrinsic”
cluster behaviors showing the highest scores in the “less” desired behaviors.

5.9 SUMMARY OF DATA ANALYSIS
606 respondents of Ontario Food panel took part in the online survey. The data
was analyzed in several stages. At the first stage of data analysis the measurement
models were assessed. Three scales were validated demonstrating appropriate
reliability and validity. The scales were Regulation for Eating Behavior Scale for
Vegetable Eating Context, Perceived Barrier to (Greater) Vegetable Consumption
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Scale, and Vegetable Consumption Scale, and Different Vegetables Consumption
Scale.
At the second stage of data analysis the structural models were assessed. The
results identified significant positive main effect of controlled motivation and negative
effect of perceived barriers on vegetable consumption. The path between autonomous
motivation and vegetable consumption was not significant. However, the investigation of
the association of motivation and perceived barriers with intake of different types of
vegetables suggested that autonomous motivation was significantly positively
associated with intake of the “vegetables that need preparation” group, while controlled
motivation was positively associated with fresh vegetables. Perceived barriers were
positively correlated with frozen vegetables.
The moderating effect of perceived barriers was identified for autonomous
motivation, suggesting that perceived barriers strengthen the relationship of
autonomous motivation and vegetable consumption. The moderating effect of perceived
barriers on controlled motivation and vegetable intake was negative and approaching
significance at p=0.056.
At the third stage of data analysis the motivational profiles of vegetable
consumers were investigated. Four profiles of consumers have been identified based on
the motivation and barrier variables. These profiles were “Intrinsic”, “Identified / Low
barrier”, “Identified / High barrier” and “Amotivated”. These four profiles demonstrated
different levels of vegetable consumption, different patterns of food related behaviors
and stages of change. The highest consumption level was found at “Intrinsic” cluster for
vegetables as a food group, “vegetables that need preparation”, and fresh vegetables,
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but it was indicated the lowest level of consumption of frozen vegetables. People from
the “Intrinsic” cluster were more likely to achieve the maintenance stage of behavior
change. Various food behaviors were more often associated with enjoyment for
“Intrinsic” cluster and “chore” for “Amotivated” cluster.
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CHAPTER 6. DISCUSSION

It is important to relate the obtained results described below with the hypotheses
and objectives of the study. This study was intended to test three hypotheses. Let’s
discuss each outcome separately in details.

6.1 HYPOTHESIS 1

The first hypothesis proposed that
H1: Autonomous motivation is a stronger predictor of vegetable consumption
than controlled motivation.
This hypothesis received a mixed support in our study. Two models with two
different dependent variables were tested with structural equation modeling. In the
model testing the main effect of autonomous and controlled motivation on intake of
vegetables as a food group, autonomous motivation was found to be insignificant while
controlled motivation demonstrated high significant association with vegetable intake.
These results suggest that only controlled motivation is important for vegetable
consumption; while autonomous motivation does not make any impact on vegetable
intake. Unlike in the SEM model, in the model with composite scores, the autonomous
motivation was found to be a significant predictor. At the same time controlled
motivation was a stronger predictor than autonomous motivation. The difference in
results obtained between SEM model with latent variables and the model with
composite scores, can be explained by the measurement error that was associated with
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autonomous motivation. Structural equation modeling techniques take into account
measurement errors, while in the composite score model the measurement error could
be an issue indicating significant results.
This finding that autonomous motivation was not a significant predictor of the
outcome contradicts previous research studies where autonomous motivation was
associated with the desired outcomes in healthy eating behavior (Pelletier et al., 2004;
Ridder et al. 2009) and fruit and vegetables consumption (Trudeau et al.,1998;
Fuemmeler et al., 2006; Shaikh et al., 2011). The explanation of this fact might be
attached to the perception of vegetables. For example, Paisley et al. (2001) found that
eating vegetable was accompanied by a “should syndrome” meaning that vegetables
“should” be eaten for being “healthy” and “good for you” that in the current study is
conceptualized under controlled motivation.
Many studies suggest that healthy food is perceived as not tasty; and people are
making efforts to keep diet that is right and healthy (Raghunathan et al. 2006). If we can
imagine a continuum “tasty- or- healthy” food, where on one side is tasty but not healthy
food and on the other side is healthy but not tasty food, vegetables probably would take
the extreme point on the second side. So vegetables are not associated with fun and
enjoyment but, on contrary, with duty and chore.
It is important to note that controlled motivation in the present study included
identified and introjected forms of motivational regulation, while in the previous studies
external regulation was included as well (Pelletier et al. 2004). External regulation
represents the most non-self-determined type of motivation, when other people insisted
or nagged to eat (more) vegetables. The external motivation had to be excluded
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because it demonstrated non-significant factor loading on the second order controlled
motivation factor. In the current study controlled motivation was represented by more
internalized and more self-determined types of motivation suggesting that people eat
(more) vegetables because they believe vegetables are important, they value the health
benefits of eating vegetables, or / and they believe that vegetables help to maintain
weight and look and feel good.
Vegetables as a food group are not homogeneous. And people may like some
vegetable more than others (Drewnovski, 1996). The results suggest that three distinct
groups of vegetables can be defined – group of vegetables that need preparation, fresh
vegetables, and frozen vegetables. The model exploring the relationship between
motivation and different groups of vegetables demonstrated that autonomous motivation
was associated with the group of vegetables that need preparation, while controlled
motivation was not significant for this group. The opposite situation was for fresh
vegetables – autonomous motivation was insignificant while controlled motivation was
important. This result may be explained by the fact that vegetables that need
preparation require additional efforts from people; and people eat more vegetables, that
need preparation, only when they really like them, feel satisfaction and fun. While fresh
vegetables can be eaten without any additional efforts for preparation and they are
perfect for the situation when a person needs to eat more vegetable to satisfy some
external requirements.
To conclude, autonomous motivation was positively associated with group of
vegetables that need preparation, while controlled motivation was important for fresh
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vegetables and vegetables in general as a food group. And at this point the first
hypothesis received a mixed support in the study.

6.2 HYPOTHESIS 2

The second hypothesis of the study was that
H2: Perceived barriers have negative association with vegetable consumption.
The results suggest that perceived barriers were negatively correlated with
intake of vegetables as food group. This hypothesis was also supported for two groups
of vegetables – vegetables that need preparation and fresh vegetables.
However, it appeared that for frozen vegetables perceived barriers increase
consumption. People are more likely to buy frozen vegetables when they experience
lack of skills and knowledge or are short of time.
So in general this hypothesis was supported. This result is consistent with
previous studies (Steptoe et al. 2003; Moser et al., 2005).

6.3 HYPOTHESIS 3

The third hypothesis postulated that
H3: The relationship between motivation and vegetable intake is moderated by
perceived barriers: in particular, perceived barriers weaken the association between
controlled motivation and vegetable intake, while they do not influence the relationship
between autonomous motivation and vegetable intake.
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The results provided support for this hypothesis but in addition it was found that
the interaction effect of autonomous motivation and perceived barriers on vegetable
consumption was significantly positive. This result suggested that the effect of
autonomous motivation on vegetable consumption was stronger when the perceived
barriers were stronger.
Secondly, the model suggested that the interaction effect of controlled
motivation and perceived barriers on vegetables consumption was negative and
approaching significance at p value of 0.056. As expected, perceived barriers weaken
the relationship between controlled motivation and vegetable consumption.
The detailed analysis of interaction patterns indicated different directions of
effect that perceived barriers generate on the relationship between controlled motivation
and vegetable consumption. When the perceived barriers were moderate and strong,
they weaken the relationship between controlled motivation and vegetable consumption.
It means that the effect of controlled motivation on vegetable consumption is weak when
perceived barriers were strong and moderate. However, when the barriers were low the
relationship between controlled motivation and vegetable consumption became
stronger; in other words, the effect of controlled motivation on vegetable consumption is
stronger when perceived barriers were low. This pattern of interaction for controlled
motivation and low level of perceived barriers is similar to the pattern of interaction for
autonomous motivation and perceived barriers, and it is opposite to the patterns of
interaction of medium and high levels of perceived barriers and controlled motivation.
This finding might explain the fact that the moderating effect for controlled motivation
has marginal significance.
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The different effects of autonomous and controlled motivation on the desired
outcome in healthy eating behavior was described in many studies conducted in the
frame of SDT (Pelletier at al. 2004, Ridder et al. 2009). The current study seams to
bring more complexity. The results suggest that the relationship between autonomous
and controlled motivation and vegetables consumption is moderated by perceived
barriers. When the motivation to eat (more) vegetables is controlled, the vegetable
consumption depends on the level of perceived barriers. It is likely that a person
chooses not to eat (more) vegetables while feeling strong time or money difficulties,
even though he or she values the importance of eating vegetables. But for a person
who enjoys eating vegetables, the same time or money obstacles would only enhance
his or her wish and enjoyment and, thus, increase the vegetable intake. This
phenomenon may be described in the words of Friedrich Nietzsche: "That which does
not kill us makes us stronger."
The goal of the next part of the current study was to identify different groups of
consumers based on the SDT constructs. In other words the current study was aimed to
utilize the SDT constructs for segmentation purpose. This marketing tool helps better
understand vegetable consumers, allows identify the groups of consumers with similar
motivation and investigates the outcomes for different groups of consumers.

6.4 MOTIVATIONAL PROFILES

Self-Determination Theory proposes that should be at least two profiles that
differ in the quality of motivation. Thus, following this statement, the expectations were
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to find autonomous and controlled profiles of vegetables consumers. The results of data
analysis revealed four clusters – an “Intrinsic” profile, high in intrinsic / low in
amotivation; a “Identified / Low barrier” profile, “Identified / High barrier” and
“Amotivated”, which was high in amotivation and low in other types of motivation. This
result was in line with 2 studies of Ratelle et al. (2007) in educational setting. They
identified 3 motivational profiles of high school students - (a) a controlled profile, (b) a
profile characterized by moderate levels of both autonomous and controlled motivations,
and (c) a profile characterized by high levels of both autonomous and controlled
motivations. The last profile with high mixed motivation demonstrated the highest
learning outcomes.
In the present study the “Intrinsic” cluster demonstrated the highest vegetables
intake. This result is in compliance with SDT.
Motivational profiles were different in their readiness to change. “Intrinsic” profile
had the highest percentage of people in the maintenance stage, indicating that people
with high intrinsic motivation are more likely to maintain the desired level of daily
vegetable intake. From the other hand, intrinsic and identified profiles had the lowest
percentage of people in the Precontemplation stage.
These results are in line with the study of Matsumoto & Takenaka (2004)
conducted for exercise behavior change. They found that people with high intrinsic
motivation were most likely to be classified in the maintenance stage.
Motivational profiles demonstrated different patterns for various food behaviors
– shopping, eating, food preparation and meal behaviors. People in the “Intrinsic” profile
had the highest scores on the items indicating enjoyment related to different aspects of
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food behavior. They liked cooking, shopping, trying new recipes, eating evening meals.
It looks that people who are motivated to eat more vegetables are in general more
satisfied with different aspects of food behavior than other people.
Interesting results were obtained for “Identified / High barrier” profile that scored
highly on items indicating various planning activities related to food. It might be true that
people with high controlled motivation feel the obligation they impose by themselves or
by others in terms of food behavior; and in order to comply with their routine they are
planning their activities including shopping and preparing food. This cluster put the
highest importance on barriers of knowledge and skills among all four profiles. People of
this motivational profile would be the most suitable for intervention campaigns. They
would benefit the most from the program that increases their motivation to eat (more)
vegetables and decreases perceived barriers of knowledge and skills.
In the next chapter the limitations and directions for future research will be
discussed.
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CHAPTER 7. IMPLICATIONS

7.1 THEORETICAL CONTRIBUTIONS

The aim of the research study is to contribute new knowledge and advance the
level of the current knowledge about the phenomena under study. Our study was
developed and executed in the framework of the Self-Determination Theory (Ryan and
Deci, 2004) that was enhanced with the perceived barrier variable and applied to the
vegetable eating context.
The main theoretical contribution of the study is the finding that perceived
barriers moderate the relationship between motivation and vegetable intake. Perceived
barriers strengthen the relationship between autonomous motivation and vegetable
consumption. However, positive association between controlled motivation and
vegetable consumption was reduced if perceived barriers were high. This study about
the moderation / interaction between barriers and motivation is enhancing the existent
knowledge about these constructs and their influence on vegetable intake. In the past
researchers looked only into the motivational component in vegetable consumption
(Shaikh et al., 2011) or healthy eating (Pelletier et al., 2004; Ridder et al., 2009) or
barriers (Moser, Green, Weber and Doyle, 2005; Steptoe et al. 2003; Resnicow et al.
2000; Langenberg et al. 2000; Trudeau, Kristal, Li, & Patterson, 1998; Dittus, Hillers and
Beerma, 1995; Krebs-Smith et al. 1995). Some studies included both motivation and
barriers, however they looked only into main effect, but did not investigate the
interaction between two components (Trudeau et al.,1998, Michaelidou et al. 2012).
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A second theoretical contribution is the development and validation of the
Perceived Barriers Scale to (Greater) Vegetable Consumption. This is the first scale that
measures perceived barriers to (greater) vegetables consumption. Before there were
scales developed measuring barriers to healthy eating (Lappalainen et al., 1998;
Andajani-Sutjahjo et al., 2004, Michaelidou et al., 2012), however they were not
validated. Other scales measuring barriers to vegetable and fruit consumption (Moser et
al., 2005; Mainvil et al. 2010) were validated on a specific population. The developed
scale has appropriate indicators for convergent and discriminant validity, Cronbach’s αs
for subscales ranged from .83 to .89.
The third theoretical contribution is the adaptation of the Regulation of Eating
Behavior Scale developed by Pelletier et al. (2004) to vegetable eating context. The
items of the scale were changes and scale was validated.

7.2 PRACTICAL IMPLICATION

This study was conducted in the stream of social marketing that aimed to
increase the overall well-being of consumers. The need to increase the consumption of
vegetables is widely acknowledged; and many intervention programs aimed to increase
motivation to eat more vegetables and fruit (Shaikh et al., 2011) or to remove / decrease
perceived barriers (Kellar and Abraham, 2005). This study indicates that barriers are
more important for controlled motivation but not for autonomous motivation; perceived
barriers strengthen autonomous motivation and weaken controlled motivation.
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This finding is important for social marketers and policy advisors. They can
potentially explore two ways to promote vegetable consumption. The first way that is
widely used nowadays is to increase controlled motivation. The results of the current
study suggest that perceived barriers should be also addressed in this approach. The
second way to increase vegetable consumption is to develop autonomous motivation;
and perceived barriers could be omitted in this approach. Let’s discuss these two ways
in more details.
The first approach that aims to increase controlled motivation is very common
today. Many social advertisements and messages that are trying to persuade people to
eat more vegetables come within controlled motivation. The examples can be
messages that emphasize the importance of eating vegetables, benefits of vegetables
for one’s health (identified regulation), or that low-calorie vegetables help to maintain
weight (introjected regulation). So while increasing controlled motivation, the social
marketers should develop ways to decrease or remove perceived barriers.
It was found that the main barriers people encounter are “knowledge and skills”
barriers and “time” barriers. They are interconnected as people might not know how to
cook vegetables thinking that is time consuming. They do not have cooking skills and do
not know many recipes of dishes that include a lot of vegetables. So programs aimed to
increase vegetable consumption should first target these two specific perceived
barriers.
The second approach to increase vegetable consumption is to develop
autonomous motivation by emphasizing fun and enjoyment of eating and cooking
vegetables. The results of the current study revealed that perceived barriers strengthen
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the relationship between autonomous motivation and vegetable consumption. It means
that people with autonomous motivation can still experience the high level of perceived
barriers but they eat a lot of vegetables. When increasing autonomous motivation to eat
vegetables there is no need to decrease perceived barriers; people motivated
intrinsically find ways to overcome the barriers and as result they will eat more
vegetables. So the alternative way to increase vegetable consumption may be
strengthening the autonomous motivation.
This study identified four motivational profiles of consumers - “Intrinsic”,
“Integrated / Low barrier”, “Integrated / High barrier”, “Amotivated”, people with lack of
motivation. These four profiles demonstrated different levels of vegetable consumption,
perceived barriers, different patterns of food related behaviors and stages of change.
These results allow differentiate groups for targeted communication strategy. For
example, the “Integrated / High barrier” segment demonstrated lower level of
consumption. This people also demonstrated high levels of “knowledge and skills”
barrier. This segment will benefit the most from the intervention aims to increase
motivation and remove barriers. Also “Amotivated” cluster that had high scores for all
types of barriers should be a target segment for future intervention.
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CHAPTER 8. LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Some limitations for the current research should be acknowledged. First of all, the
scales used in the study can be improved. Self-Determination Theory motivational
continuum includes 5 types of motivation (intrinsic, integrated, identified, introjected, and
external). However, due to high correlation between subscales it was not possible to
test main effect and moderating effect for all five types of motivation. The current study
used higher level constructs of autonomous and controlled motivation. This approach is
limited as motivation is represented as dichotomous variable. For the future research it
would be beneficial to explore the effect of all five types of motivation on the vegetable
consumption.
Also this study did not detect the significant main effect of autonomous motivation
on vegetable intake as a food group. This result contradicts with the results of previous
studies (Trudeau et al., 1998; Shaikh et al., 2011). One of the reasons why the
relationship was not significant can be due to high measurement error associated with
autonomous motivation. SEM is known for the ability to account for the measurement
error while performing data analysis. The results that were obtained in linear regression
showed significant main effect for autonomous motivation. However, another
explanation can be that this main effect is actual only for some groups but not for the
whole sample. For example, Shaikh et al. (2011) found the correlation between fruit and
vegetable intake and autonomous motivation for specific population - African American
adults.
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The conceptualization of two constructs of intrinsic motivation and “knowledge
and skills” barrier could be refined for future research. Both these subscales
emphasized cooking vegetables that, in turn, might create multicollinearity issue.
Perceived barriers construct might also impose the additional complexity to the
study as people may declare higher barriers as a lack of motivation. People who do not
value vegetables and do not try to keep high amount of vegetables in their diet might
not fully understand the constraints they may encounter if they start eating a lot of
vegetables. They report what they perceive might be a barrier. Future research might
consider including measures that will collect data on real barriers in addition to the selfreported perceived barriers.
A topic that can be explored further is the relationship between motivation and
perceived barriers for different groups of vegetables. Only several studies have
accepted this approach (Trudeau et al., 1998; Drewnowski et al. 1995; Yi, under
review). In this study it was found that autonomous motivation is positively associated
with a group called “vegetables that need preparation”, while controlled motivation - with
fresh vegetables, and frozen vegetables are positively related to perceived barriers.
These results suggest that vegetables as food group are not homogeneous; they can be
divided into subgroups. This approach can be extended in several dimensions. First of
all, more vegetables can be included in each group for the future study. Second, some
groups of vegetables were not explored in the current study, for example, canned
vegetables.
The generalization of the results to general public could be problematic as the
sample was overrepresented with older age group and included higher percent of
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women if compared with the Ontario population. The specificity of the Ontario Food
Panel used for data collection might also influence the results. The Food panel might
include higher percent of people who are interested in food, cooking, and healthy eating
and, as result, are more motivated to eat vegetables than general population.
This study was cross-sectional, so the correlation between autonomous and
controlled motivations and vegetable consumption should be investigated further in a
longitudinal study to fully approve the obtained results.
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CONCLUSION
This thesis enables a deeper understanding of the role of such psychological
factors as motivation and perceived barriers to greater vegetable consumption. The
motivation variable was conceptualized in the frame of the Self-Determination Theory
that is a novel approach in studying vegetable consumption. The results indicated the
moderating effect of perceived barriers on the relationship of autonomous motivation
and vegetable consumption. Also moderation effect of perceived barriers on controlled
motivation and vegetable intake was found approaching significance. The results would
be informative for social marketers, policy makers and health advisors.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
QUESTIONNAIRE

Canadian Consumer Monitor Food Panel - Vegetable Survey #3
Dear Panel Member,
We are pleased to invite you to complete a survey about eating all kinds of vegetables. The survey will
take approximately 20 minutes to complete. You are free to participate or not in this survey and,
should you choose not to participate, you can withdraw from the survey at any time. As well, you are
free to skip any question you would prefer not to answer. By completing and submitting this survey,
you provide consent to participate in the study. Further information on your consent to participate can
be reviewed by clicking here.
By returning the survey you will receive one entry to a draw of four cash prizes of $500 to be held on
March 30, 2013. The odds of winning a prize will depend on how many members of the panel return a
questionnaire but are likely to range from one in 300 to one in 7,000.
Spencer Henson, Professor
Department of Food, Agricultural & Resource Economics, University of Guelph
Guelph, Ontario N1G 2W1, Canada
shenson@uoguelph.ca
In a typical week, approximately how much of the cooking in your household do you do?
0%
1-25%
26-50%
51-75%
76-100%
Who else is preparing food in your household?
nobody, only myself
spouse or common-law partner
mother
father
son/daughter
brother/sister
In general, would you say your health is:
excellent?
very good?
good?
fair?
poor?
Does anyone in the household have a medical condition diagnosed by a health professional
that requires a
special diet?
Yes
No
Do you practice any form of vegetarianism? (for example, Vegan diet, Lacto-vegetarianism,
Lacto-ovo vegetarianism, etc.)
Yes
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No
Do you practice fasting?
Yes, I am fasting now
Yes, but not now
No
Have you attended cooking classes in the past 5 years?
Yes
No
How many servings of vegetables do you usually eat each day?
Note: 1 serving of vegetables can be:
·125 ml (1/2 cup) of fresh, frozen or canned vegetables
·125 ml (1/2 cup) of cooked leafy vegetables
·250 ml (1 cup) of raw leafy vegetables
Or equal amount in mixed dishes (for example, in a wrap or pizza).
None
1 serving
2 servings
3 servings
4 servings
5 servings
6 servings
7 servings or more
Do you intend to start eating 3 and more servings of vegetables a day?
No
Yes, in the next 6 month
Yes, in the next 30 days
Have you been eating 3 and more servings a day of vegetables for more than 6 months?
Yes
No
The following question relates to the reasons why you would either start eating vegetables
or continue to do so. Different people have different reasons for eating vegetables.
Please indicate the extent to which each reason is true for you.

It is fun to create meals which include vegetables.
Eating vegetables is an integral part of my diet.
I believe that eating vegetables keeps me feeling
better.
I believe that vegetables help me look good.
People close to me insist that I eat vegetables.
I don’t really know why I should eat vegetables. I
truly have the impression that I’m wasting my time
trying to eat vegetables.
I like to find new ways to create meals that include
vegetables.
Eating vegetables is part of the way I have chosen to
eat.
I believe that eating vegetables is important
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(Not
at all
true)
1
1
1

(Somewhat
true)

(Very
true)

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

7
7
7

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

7
7
7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I believe that eating vegetables helps me to feel
better about myself in general.
I believe that eating vegetables prevents me from
gaining weight.
People close to me will be upset if I don’t eat
vegetables.
I don’t know why I bother eating vegetables.
I enjoy fixing meals that include vegetables.
Eating vegetables has become a fundamental part of
how I eat.
I personally believe that eating vegetables is good
for my health.
I would feel ashamed of myself if I was not eating
vegetables.
I value the health benefits of eating vegetables.
People around me nag me to eat vegetables.
I can’t really see what I’m getting out of eating
vegetables.
Preparing meals that include vegetables bring me
satisfaction.
Eating vegetables is consistent with my other
healthy lifestyle choices.
Eating vegetables is a way to ensure long-term
health benefits.
I would feel guilty if I was not eating vegetables.
People expect me to eat vegetables.
I don’t know why I should eat vegetables. I can’t see
how my efforts to eat vegetables are helping my
health situation
I believe that eating vegetables prevents me from
looking and feeling bad

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

7
7
7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

7
7
7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

7
7
7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

How often were foods prepared from canned tomatoes served in your household DURING
THE LAST TWO WEEKS? Canned tomatoes can be whole or diced. Please do not take into
account tomato sauce or tomato paste.
I have never eaten foods prepared from canned tomatoes in my life
I have not served foods prepared from canned tomatoes in last two weeks
Once
2-3 times
4-5 times
6-7 times
Almost every day
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(These pictures are examples and no commercial company is involved in this
research).

How often were foods prepared from frozen potatoes sold in bags served in your household
DURING THE LAST TWO WEEKS? Frozen potatoes sold in bags can be ready-made for French
fries or Tater tots.
I have never eaten foods prepared from frozen potatoes sold in bags in my life
I have not served foods prepared from frozen potatoes in last two weeks
Once
2-3 times
4-5 times
6-7 times
Almost every day

(This picture is an example and no commercial company is involved in this
research).

How often were foods prepared from frozen mixed vegetables served in your household
DURING THE LAST TWO WEEKS?
I have never eaten foods prepared from frozen mixed vegetables in my life
I did not serve foods prepared from frozen mixed vegetables in last two weeks
Once
2-3 times
4-5 times
6-7 times
Almost every day
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How often were foods prepared from fresh tomatoes served in your household DURING THE
LAST TWO WEEKS? Fresh tomatoes are those that are NOT processed, frozen, or precooked.
I have never eaten foods prepared from fresh tomatoes in my life
I have not served foods prepared from fresh tomatoes in last two weeks
Once
2-3 times
4-5 times
6-7 times
Almost every day

How often were foods prepared from fresh potatoes served in your household DURING THE
LAST TWO WEEKS? Fresh potatoes are those that are NOT processed, frozen, or pre-cooked.
I have never eaten foods prepared from fresh potatoes in my life
I have not served foods prepared from fresh potatoes in last two weeks
Once
2-3 times
4-5 times
6-7 times
Almost every day

How often did you serve foods prepared from fresh broccoli /cauliflower in your household
DURING THE LAST TWO WEEKS? Fresh means that it is NOT processed, frozen, or precooked.
I have never eaten foods prepared from fresh broccoli /cauliflower in my life
I have not served foods prepared from fresh broccoli /cauliflower in last two weeks
Once
2-3 times
4-5 times
6-7 times
Almost every day
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How often did you serve foods prepared from fresh asparagus in your household DURING
THE LAST TWO WEEKS?
I have never eaten foods prepared from fresh asparagus in my life
I have not served foods prepared from fresh asparagus in last two weeks
Once
2-3 times
4-5 times
6-7 times
Almost every day

How often did you serve foods prepared from fresh Brussels sprouts in your household
DURING THE LAST TWO WEEKS? Fresh Brussels sprouts are those that are NOT processed,
frozen, or pre-cooked.
I have never eaten foods prepared from fresh Brussels sprouts in my life
I did not serve foods prepared from fresh Brussels sprouts in last two weeks
Once
2-3 times
4-5 times
6-7 times
Almost every day

How often did you serve foods prepared from leafy vegetables in your household DURING
THE LAST TWO WEEKS?
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I have never eaten foods prepared from leafy vegetables in my life
I did not serve foods prepared from leafy vegetables in last two weeks
Once
2-3 times
4-5 times
6-7 times
Almost every day

This question relates to the barriers people might experience when they want to
start eating vegetables or continue to do so.
One of the barriers to eating (more) vegetables for me is that….

My knowledge about different vegetables is limited.

1

2

(A
somew
hat
importa
nt
barrier)
3
4

Vegetables do not satisfy hunger.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I cannot give up foods that I like in order to eat (more)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Vegetables are more awkward to carry home from stores.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Vegetables are expensive.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I do not have time to prepare and eat vegetables.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I do not have support from my children to eat (more)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

My skills to cook vegetables are limited.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Vegetables are unappealing

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I cannot change my eating habits.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

My cooking facilities (inadequate stove, microwave etc.) are

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I can’t afford to buy (more) vegetables

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I am too busy to prepare and eat vegetables

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I do not have support from my friends/co-workers to eat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

There is no or limited choice of vegetables when I eat at work

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I do not know many recipes to cook vegetables or dishes rich

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I do not like taste of vegetables.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I do not want to change my eating habits

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(Not a
barrier

at all /
Do not
apply)

A very
important
barrier

5

6

7

vegetables.

vegetables.
There is no or limited choice of vegetables when I eat out (at
restaurants, canteens, etc.)

limited.

(more) vegetables.

in vegetables
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Vegetables / dishes with vegetables are not available at

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

My budget for vegetables is limited

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Vegetables require lengthy preparation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I do not have support from my partner to eat (more)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

home.

vegetables.
There is no or limited choice of vegetables when I want to
buy a snack out of home

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following
statements.
1 – never, 2 – rarely (in less than 10% of cases), 3 – occasionally (in about 30% of cases), 4 –
sometimes (in about 50% of cases), 5- frequently (in about 70% of cases), 6 – usually (in about 90%
of cases), 7 – always
I do food shopping whenever I can fit it into my routine

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I plan meals for the week before I go shopping

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I write a shopping list to take with me when I shop for food

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I am easily tempted to buy things not on my shopping list

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I do food shopping by myself

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I find food shopping a real chore

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I enjoy food shopping

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I do my food shopping over the Internet

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I do shopping with my children

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Meals are an important part of the day for me/my household

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

My family/household eat dinner together

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I eat dinner at the dinner table in my house

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I eat dinner while watching television

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I eat snacks while watching television

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I eat on the run

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I eat meals while working or studying

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I eat snacks while working or studying

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I enjoy the evening meal

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

How often do you...

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

know or plan in the morning what you will eat for dinner that

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

enjoy cooking?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

like trying new recipes and cooking new things?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

spend less than 15 minutes preparing dinner?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

night?
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tend to cook the same meals a lot of the time?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

find cooking a real chore?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

decide on the night what you will eat for dinner that night?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

prepare or cook dishes ahead of time to eat through the

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

week?

About how many times per week do you ...
eat meals inside fast-food restaurants?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

at

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

eat takeaway food from non fast-food restaurants/cafes eaten at

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

eat complete meals bought from the freezer section?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

eat a packed lunch taken from home to work/place of study?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

eat snacks from vending machines?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

eat

meals

from

fast-food

restaurants

as

takeaway

home/work/study?
home/work/study?
eat takeaway food from non fast-food restaurants/cafes eaten
inside the restaurant?
do you eat food from cafeterias/canteens at workplace/place of
study?

Looking back the last two days, how many servings of vegetables did you eat FOR
SUPPER?
Note: 1 serving of vegetables can be:
·125 ml (1/2 cup) of fresh, frozen or canned vegetables
·125 ml (1/2 cup) of cooked leafy vegetables
·250 ml (1 cup) of raw leafy vegetables
Or equal amount in mixed dishes (for example, in a wrap or pizza).
None
1 serving
2 servings
3 servings
4 servings
5 servings
6 servings
7 servings

Looking back the last two days, how many servings of vegetables did you eat PER
DAY?
Note: 1 serving of vegetables can be:
·125 ml (1/2 cup) of fresh, frozen or canned vegetables
·125 ml (1/2 cup) of cooked leafy vegetables
·250 ml (1 cup) of raw leafy vegetables
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Or equal amount in mixed dishes (for example, in a wrap or pizza).
None
1 serving
2 servings
3 servings
4 servings
5 servings
6 servings
7 servings or more
Personal and Family circumstances are key variables in food choice. We appreciate
that you may have previously answered similar questions to the following, but ask
that you please respond to the following to ensure we have a more complete
understanding. All data will be used only in aggregate manner.
Please select your gender:
Male
Female
What is your age?
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70 or older
What is your marital status?
Married or living as married
Divorced
Widowed
Single
Separated
How many people are there in your household other than yourself?
1
2
3
4
5 and more
What is the highest education you ever completed?
Elementary or primary school graduation certificate
Secondary or high school graduation certificate
Trades certificate or diploma
Other certificate or diploma obtained at community college, college of applied arts or
technology
University certificate or diploma BELOW bachelor level
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree or doctorate
None of the above 8
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Which of the following best describes your working status for the past 1 month?
Self-employed
Employed full-time
Employed part-time
Voluntarily unemployed outside of home (including stay-at-home home maker)
Involuntarily unemployed outside of home
Retired
Please indicate your total gross annual household income for 2012:
Less than $20,000
$20,000 - $39,999
$40,000 - $59,999
$60,000 - $79,999
$80,000 - $99,999
$100,000+
No answer

Thanks for your participation!!!
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Table 21. Sample Characteristics by Age

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Missing

20-29

21

3.5

3.7

3.7

30-39

64

10.6

11.3

15.0

40-49

135

22.3

23.8

38.7

50-59

179

29.5

31.5

70.2

60-69

139

22.9

24.5

94.7

70 or older

30

5.0

5.3

100.0

Total

568

93.7

100.0

System

38

6.3

606

100.0

Total

Table 22. Sample Characteristics by Marital Status

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Missing

Married or living as married

453

74.8

79.9

79.9

Divorced

36

5.9

6.3

86.2

Widowed

21

3.5

3.7

89.9

Single

49

8.1

8.6

98.6

Separated

8

1.3

1.4

100.0

Total

567

93.6

100.0

System

39

6.4

606

100.0

Total
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Table 23. Sample Characteristics by Education
Frequency

Elementary or primary school
graduation certificate
Secondary or high school graduation

Valid

Cumulative

Percent

Percent

1

.2

.2

.2

65

10.7

11.5

11.7

21

3.5

3.7

15.4

142

23.4

25.1

40.5

bachelor level

38

6.3

6.7

47.3

Bachelor’s degree

199

32.8

35.2

82.5

Master’s degree or doctorate

99

16.3

17.5

100.0

Total

565

93.2

100.0

System

41

6.8

606

100.0

certificate
Trades certificate or diploma
Other certificate or diploma obtained at
community college, college of applied
arts or technology
University certificate or diploma BELOW

Missing

Percent

Total

Table 24. Sample Characteristics by Working Status
Freque

Percent

ncy

Missing

Valid

Cumulative

Percent

Percent

Self-employed

72

11.9

12.7

12.7

Employed full-time

261

43.1

46.0

58.6

Employed part-time
Voluntarily unemployed outside of home

58

9.6

10.2

68.8

(including stay-at-home home maker)

40

6.6

7.0

75.9

Involuntarily unemployed outside of home

9

1.5

1.6

77.5

Retired

128

21.1

22.5

100.0

Total

568

93.7

100.0

System

38

6.3

606

100.0

Total

165

Table 25. Sample Characteristics by Income
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Missing

Less than $20,000

20

3.3

3.6

3.6

$20,000 - $39,999

38

6.3

6.7

10.3

$40,000 - $59,999

75

12.4

13.3

23.6

$60,000 - $79,999

77

12.7

13.7

37.3

$80,000 - $99,999

75

12.4

13.3

50.6

$100,000+

162

26.7

28.8

79.4

No answer

116

19.1

20.6

100.0

Total

563

92.9

100.0

System

43

7.1

606

100.0

Total

Table 26. Percentage of Cooking a Person Does on a Typical Week

Missing
Total

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

0%

5

.8

.8

.8

1-25%

80

13.2

13.2

14.0

26-50%

64

10.6

10.6

24.6

51-75%

109

18.0

18.0

42.6

76-100%

347

57.3

57.4

100.0

Total

605

99.8

100.0

1

.2

606

100.0

System

People who are doing 51% and more of cooking in the household are considered main preparers
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Table 27. Main Preparers in the Households by Gender
Non-preparers

Preparers

71

109

180

12.50%

19.20%

31.70%

Male
Female

Total

67

321

388

11.80%

56.50%

68.30%

138

430

568

24.30%

75.70%

100.00%

Total

Table 28. Sample Characteristics by Health Status
In general, would
you say your
health is:

Missing

Frequency

Percent

Valid

Cumulative

Percent

Percent

excellent

129

21.3

21.4

21.4

very good

262

43.2

43.4

64.7

good

173

28.5

28.6

93.4

fair

33

5.4

5.5

98.8

poor

7

1.2

1.2

100.0

Total

604

99.7

100.0

2

.3

606

100.0

System

Total

Table 29. Sample Characteristics by Special Diet Requirements
Does anyone in the household
have a medical condition
diagnosed by a health
professional that requires a
special diet?

Missing
Total

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Yes

149

24.6

24.7

24.7

No

455

75.1

75.3

100.0

Total

604

99.7

100.0

2

.3

606

100.0

System
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Table 30. Sample Characteristics by Stages of Change

Stages of change
precontemplation
contemplation
preparation
action
maintenance

Frequency
88

Percent
14.5

Valid
Percent
14.5

Cumulative
Percent
14.5

47

7.8

7.8

22.3

66

10.9

10.9

33.2

21

3.5

3.5

36.6

384

63.4

63.4

100.0

606

100.0

100.0
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APPENDIX C
VALIDATION OF SCALES
Table 31. REBS for Vegetable Eating Context Scale

Descriptive Statistics
N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Skewness
Statistic

Kurtosis

Std. Error

Statistic

Std. Error

intr1

602

4.85

1.738

-.466

.100

-.571

.199

intr2

602

5.02

1.680

-.626

.100

-.412

.199

intr3

586

5.35

1.515

-.893

.101

.350

.202

intr4

593

5.33

1.503

-.862

.100

.250

.200

iden1

604

6.01

1.203

-1.495

.099

2.577

.199

iden2

605

6.49

.885

-2.298

.099

7.048

.198

iden4

589

6.41

.957

-2.221

.101

6.672

.201

iden5

591

6.25

1.097

-1.828

.101

3.758

.201

intro1

598

5.03

1.671

-.631

.100

-.290

.200

intro2

588

5.21

1.511

-.703

.101

.046

.201

intro5

592

4.56

1.851

-.512

.100

-.694

.201

exte1

597

2.87

1.920

.662

.100

-.787

.200

exte2

586

2.46

1.773

1.100

.101

.131

.202

exte3

593

1.74

1.342

2.096

.100

4.033

.200

exte4

580

2.94

1.899

.617

.101

-.781

.203

amo1

600

1.32

.956

3.961

.100

17.097

.199

amo2

590

1.35

.986

3.643

.101

14.513

.201

amo3

587

1.50

1.156

2.799

.101

7.573

.201

amo4

592

1.34

.977

3.716

.100

15.010

.201

Valid N (listwise)

532
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Table 32. REBS: Correlation Matrix

Table 33. Regulation of Eating Behavior Scale for Vegetable Eating Context
Results of pre-test
Exploratory factor analysis

Rotated Component Matrix

a

Component
Integrated

Identified

External

Amotivation

Intrinsic

intr1

.818

intr2

.783

intr3

.651

intr4

Introjected

.519

inte1

.846

inte2

.845

inte3

.870

inte4

.692

iden1

.697

iden2

.768

iden3

.591

iden4

.682

intro1

.754

intro2

.759

intro3

.828

intro4

.848

exte1

.881

exte2

.888

exte3

.758

exte4

.732

amo1

.657

amo2

.769

amo3

.749

amo4

.847

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 7 iterations.
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Table 34. Perceived Barriers to (Greater) Vegetable Consumption Scale
Descriptive Statistics
N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Skewness
Statistic

Kurtosis

Std. Error

Statistic

Std. Error

ks1

584

2.46

1.629

.866

.101

-.453

.202

ks2

584

2.17

1.616

1.239

.101

.388

.202

ks3

584

1.99

1.535

1.576

.101

1.514

.202

ts2

582

1.77

1.366

1.968

.101

3.293

.202

ts3

582

1.65

1.245

2.288

.101

4.990

.202

mn1

582

2.67

1.771

.700

.101

-.723

.202

mn2

580

1.62

1.203

2.292

.101

5.003

.203

mn3

581

1.65

1.250

2.212

.101

4.417

.202

tm1

581

2.14

1.582

1.299

.101

.598

.202

tm2

582

1.96

1.480

1.543

.101

1.487

.202

tm3

580

1.96

1.473

1.669

.101

2.066

.203

Valid N (listwise)

555
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Table 35. Perceived Barriers to (Greater) Vegetable Consumption Scale
Pre-tested Items
Individual barrier
1.
Lack or limited knowledge about vegetables.
2.
Lack or limited skills to cook vegetables.
3.
Cost of vegetables
4.
Vegetables require too much preparation
5.
Vegetables do not satisfy hunger.
6.
Vegetables are unappealing
7.
I do not like taste of vegetables.

8.
Vegetables seem strange or unusual.
9.
Too great a change from my current diet
10. I cannot give up foods that I like in order to eat (more) vegetables
11. Lack of willpower to change my eating habits.
12. Lack of time to prepare or eat vegetables because of irregular studying/working
hours.
13. Lack of time to prepare or eat vegetables because of busy lifestyle
14. I do not want to change my eating habits
Social barrier
1.
While eating vegetables I feel embarrassed in front of others.
2.
My family does not like the taste of vegetables
3.
My friends / co-workers do not like the taste of vegetables
Physical barrier
1.
Vegetables are more awkward to carry home from stores.
2.
Vegetables are more perishable.
3.
Limited cooking facilities (inadequate stove, microwave etc.)
4.
Limited choice of vegetables/ dishes with a lot of vegetables at restaurants,
cafeterias.
5.
Vegetables / dishes with vegetables are not available at home.
6.
Experts keep changing their minds about the importance of eating vegetables.
7.
Limited storage facilities (for example, limited space in refrigerator, freezer
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Table 36. Perceived Barriers to (Greater) Vegetable Consumption Scale
Pre-test
Exploratory Factor Analysis

Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
Social and
Physical
ind1

Knowledge and
skills
.790

ind2

.753

ind3

.717

Individual

ind4

Time

.695

ind5

.466

ind6

.769

ind7

.812

ind8

.620

ind9

.602

ind10

.658

ind11

.639

.508

ind12

.785

ind13

.810

ind14
soc1

.646
.826

soc2

.458

soc3

.759

phy1

.743

phy2
phy3

.663
.672

phy4

.
.408

phy5

.642

phy6

.605

phy7

.588

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 7 iterations.
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Table 37. Vegetable Consumption Scales
Descriptive Statistics
N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Skewness
Statistic

Kurtosis

Std. Error

Statistic

Std. Error

Number of servings of
vegetables you usually eat each

606

4.26

1.517

.437

.099

-.199

.198

571

4.12

1.485

.572

.102

.130

.204

567

4.53

1.747

.314

.103

-.622

.205

day
Number of servings of
vegetables FOR SUPPER
Number of servings of
vegetables you ate PER DAY
during last two days

Valid N (listwise)

566

Table 38. Different Vegetables Frequency Consumption Scale
Descriptive Statistics
N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Skewness
Statistic

Kurtosis

Std. Error

Statistic

Std. Error

canned tomatoes

595

3.16

1.060

.516

.100

.015

.200

frozen potatoes

595

2.38

.907

1.111

.100

1.550

.200

frozen mixed

593

3.09

1.388

.906

.100

.141

.200

tomatoes

594

4.42

1.550

.120

.100

-.804

.200

potatoes

593

4.40

1.314

.137

.100

-.354

.200

broccoli /cauliflower

591

4.32

1.341

.001

.101

-.394

.201

asparagus

591

2.66

.987

1.126

.101

1.010

.201

Brussels sprouts

592

2.43

.906

1.237

.100

1.375

.201

leafy vegetables

592

5.41

1.422

-.633

.100

-.276

.201

Valid N (listwise)

588
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Table 39. Correlation Matrix of Variables
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